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Block Introduction

This block deals with  two major works of Sanskrit literature viz the Manusamhita
and the Bhais.ajyaratnâvali-. The Manusamhita, also called
Manavadharmasastra, belongs to the category of Smrti literature. It  stands as
a monumental work, furnishing the important codes of conduct of the Indian
society that grew up on the basis of the vedic norms and postulates. Starting
from the divine theory of creation of the world, the society as a whole, the origin
of the state and kingship, the rules and regulations to be followed by people at
every stage, the infliction of punishment on the refusal of  maintenance of  law and
order of the society –  is incorporated  in the book. The seventh chapter of the
book named Râjadharmah, prescribed as the text here, particularly deals with
the origin of the concept of kingship and the duties of the rulers towards the
society. It starts with the discussion on the divine origin of the king and narrates
the powers of the king in the society, the concept of punishment and its strength
and so on and so forth. This chapter provides us with the information on various
administrative policies and programmes prevalent in the society of ancient India.
The second book i.e. the Bhais.ajyaratnâvali- deals with the different domains
of  A

–
yurveda i.e. the science of medicine of ancient India. This book furnishes

various data on causes and remedies of different types of human diseases, their
nature, types and   effects of these ailments and specially the list of things to be
avoided during such attacks. This book can be regarded as a connection between
various ideas of Ayurveda of ancient India and its modern development. Thus,
the Bhais.ajyaratnâvali- is being prescribed  in almost all the ayurvedic institutions
of  India, presently  and it is used as a  handbook  for many ayurvedic practitioners.
First chapter of this book named Arurvedavataraprakaranam dealing with the
historical and mythical background of A

–
yurveda and the third chapter, named

Misravargaprakaranam dealing with the concept of cikitsa i.e. treatment, vaidya
i.e. practitioners etc. .are prescribed here as the text. Both these chapters are
very important for the beginners in this field. The units in this block are arranged
in the following way:

Unit 1  : Dharmaœâstra (History)

Unit 2  : Mânava Dharmaœâstra/Manusmr.iti

Unit 3  : Manusmr.ti: Chapter VIII, Râjadharma

Unit 4  : Introduction to Ancient Indian Medicine

Unit 5  : Bhais.ajyaratnâvali: A General Idea

Unit 6  : Bhais.ajyaratnâvali : The Text
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Unit 1

DHARMAS «« «« «Ā STRA (HISTORY)

Contents :

1.1 Introduction :

1.2 Objectives

1.3 Meaning of DHARMA

1.4 Sources of DHARMA

1.5 When were the DHARMAS «ĀSTRAS first composed

1.6 Different DHARMASUTRAS.

1.7 Summing up

1.8 Sample questions.

1.1 Introduction :

The word Dharmas«a–stra is often understood as ‘Law-literature’. But the
connotation and scope of this  science is more extensive than what is meant
by ‘Law’. It includes ‘religion, custom and usage’ too. The oldest manuals
of Dharma are the Dharmas«a–stra originated in the closest association with
Ved

a

nga-Kalpa i.e., the literature of rituals.

1.2 Objectives :

� This section will help one to understand the broad meaning of

Dharmas«a–stra.

� Meaning of Dharma

� Sources of Dharma

� When Dharmas«a–stras are first composed

� About principal Dharmasu–tras

1.3 Meaning of DHARMA :

The general meaning of the word Dharma is the privileges, duties and
obligations of a man, his standard of conduct as a member of the Aryan
community, as a member of the one of the castes, as a person in a particular
stage of life. It corresponds to the teachings contained in the Taittiri

–
ya
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Upanisǎd (1.11) ‘‘speak the truth, practise (your own) dharma” and so on.

S«ri
–
mad Bhagavad Gi

–
t

a

 also says ‘svadharme nidhana

&m

s«reyah’. The word

is employed in this sense in the Dharmas/atr

a

 literature. The Manusmrˇti

(1.2) tells us that the sages requested Manu to impart instruction in the

dharmas of all the varnˇas. The Ya–j

~n

avalkya Smrťi (1.1) employs it in the

same sense. In the Tantrav

a

rtika also we are told that the Dharmas«

a

stras

are concerned with imparting instructions in the dharmas of varnǎs and

a

s «ramas. There are five kinds of Dharma viz, varn ˇadharma,

a

s«ramadharma, varň

a

s«ramadharama, naimittika dharma and guňadharma

(duty of a crowned king, whether Ksǎtriya or not, to protect). Mita–ksǎra– on

Y

a

j

~n

avalkya adds a sixth one to this list, viz, sa–dha–ranǎdharma – duties

common to all men (including even canďˇ

a

las), such as ahi

&m

sa–, and quotes

a vedic passage in support of it – na hi

&m

sya–t sarva–nǐ bhuta–ni.

Kautˇilya (1.3.13) prescribes for all men – ahi

&m

s

a

, satya, s«auca, anasu–y

a

,

anršamsaya and ksǎma–. This is the acceptable sense of the word dharma.

Manusmrťi (in II.1) gives the general definition of dharma– ‘know Dharma

to be that which is practised by the learned that lead a moral life, that are
free from hatred and partiality and that is accepted by their hearts (i.e,
conscience).

1.4 Sources of Dharma :

The Gautama Dharmas

u

tra says that Veda is the source of Dharma and

tradition and practice of those. (Vedo dharmam

u

lam, tadvid

a&m

s «ca dharma

m

u

le I.1-2)

Ā pastamba and Vas «isˇtȟa Dharmas

u

tras regard Vedas and tradition and

practrice of those rules. Manusmrťi lays down five different sources of

Dharma, viz, (a) The whole Veda is the source of Dharma. (b) tradition and
practice of those that know it (Veda). (c) usages of virtuous men and self

satisfaction (Vedokhilo dharmam

u

la

&m

 smrťis «ile ca tadvid

a

m, 

a

c

a

ras«caiva

s

a

dh

u

n

a

m

a

tmanastustivera ca. Manu II.6). Ya–j

~n

avalkya regards the Vedas,
traditional lore, usages of good men, what is agreeable to ones self
satisfaction and desire born of due deliberation– this is traditionally

recognized as the source of dharma. So the Vedas, Smrˇtis and customs are

the principal sources of Dharma.

1.5  When Dharmasa–stras are first composed.

In the technical schools of Dharmas

u

tras, there originated the metrical

Dharmas «astras or Smr ˇtis. The extant Dharmas

u

tras of Gautama,

Baudh

a

yana and Apastamba belonging to the period between 600 to 300
B.C. speak of Dharmas«

a

stras. Gautama refers to Manu in one place and

r
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Ā c

a

ryas in many places. Thus it may be proved that Dharmas«

a

stras existed
prior to Y

a

ska or at least prior to the period of 600 to 300 and in the 2nd
century B.C.and they had attained a position of supreme authority in
regulating the conduct of men. Besides the Dharmas«

a

stras, the two epics
and the Puranas have played a great role in the development of the
Dharmas«

a

stra. The Mah

a

bh

a

rata is regarded as the fifth source of Dharma.

The word dharmas«

a

stra is conceived as the ‘law-literature’ in general. This

class of literature was originally known as Dharmas

u

tra. They sprang up
from the Ved

a

nga-Kalpa and it is fully manifested in the Dharmas «

a

stra.
Hence they are neither mere collection of rules nor pure lectures on
jurisprudence; but they, with predilection deals with religious duties of men.
They form the constituent elements of Vedic and religious literature. These
old manuals had sprang up in the Vedic schools and were written by
Brahmanas, priests and scholars for the purpose of imparting instructions.
Those are not written as codes for practical use in courts of Law. It mainly
deals with the rules regulating daily usage and duties in respect of devotion
to Gods. Besides containing rules on duties and rights of husbandman
(farmer), Brahmanas, kings, ascetics, and holy men, leading a retired life in
forest, it contained lectures on cosmology, cosmogony and eschatology,
family laws, legal proceedings, and civil and criminal laws (Vyavaha–ra).

The Dharmas

u

tras are written in the S

u

tra style. However, almost all the

Dharmas

u

tras contain some verses written in the Anustubh-s«loka metre.

1.6 The Dharmasu– tras

Originally, many of the Dharmasu–tras formed part of the Kalpasu– tra and

were studied in distinct su–tracaranˇas. Some of the extant dharmasu–tras

show in unmistakable terms that they presuppose the Grˇhyasu–tra of the

caranǎ to which they belong (caranǎ = branch of a particular Veda). The

dhamasu–tras belonging to all sutracaranas have not come down to us. The

Tantrav

a

rtika of Kuma–rilabhatˇtǎ contains very interesting observation on

this points. It informs us that Gautama (dharmasu–tra) and Gobhila

(gr ˇhyasu–tra) were studied by the Chandogas (S

a

mavedins), Vasis ˇtˇha

(dharmasu–tra) by the Rǧvedins, the dharmasu–tra of Sankhalikhita by the

followers of Va–jasaneyi Samhita and the Su–tras of A
–
pastamba and

Baudhayana by the followers of the Tattiriya Sa–kha–. The Tantrav

a

rtieka
(P.179) establishes it as a siddh

a

nta (on Jaimini 1.3.11) that all the dharma

and Grȟyasu–tras are authoritative for all Aryan people.

The Dharmasu–tras were closely connected with the Grȟyasu–tras in subjects

and topics. Most of the Grȟyasu–tra treat of sacred domestic fire, the divisions

of Grˇhya-sacrifices, the regular morning and evening oblations, sacrifices

on new and full moon, sacrifices of cooked food, annual sacrifices, marriage,
pum

.
savasa, ja–takarma, upanayana, and other sam

.
ska–ras, rules for students
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n

and sn

a

taka and holidays, s«ra–ddha offerings, Madhu–parka. In most cases

the Grˇhyasu–tras confine themselves principally to the various events of

domestic life; they rarely give rules about the conduct of men, their rights,
duties and responsibilities.

1.6. (a) Dharmasu–tra of Gautama :

It appears that the oldest of all the dharmas

u

tras that have come down to

us is that of Gautama or Gautama school, the Gautam

i

ya Dharmasu–tra.
This dharmasu–tra is specially studied by the followers of S

a

maveda and

actually it belongs to the Ra–n ˇa–yani
–
ya school. The commentary on the

Caranavyuha tells us that Gautama was one of the nine-subdivisions of the

R

a

n ˇ

a

yaniya school of S

a

maveda. The Gobhilagrˇhya (III.10.6) which

belongs to the S

a

maveda cites Gautama as an authority.

The Gautama Dharmas

u

tra appears to have been held in high esteem by
Kumarila, as in his T

a

ntrav

a

rtika he quotes or clearly refers to Gautama

Dharmas

u

tra at least a dozen times. Not only Kumarila, but Dharmak

i

rti,
an earlier famous writer on Logic and Philosophy, appears to suggest in his
Ny

a

yavindu that Gautama was chief among the exponents of Dharmas«

a

stra.

According to Haradatta, this dharmasu–tra has 28 chapters. The Calcutta
edition adds one chapter on Karmavipa–ka after chapter 19. The following
are briefly the contents of the Gautamadharmasu tra.

(1) Sources of dharma, rules about interpretation of texts, time of

upanayana for the varnǎs, the appropriate girdle, deer skin, cloth and

staff. For each varnǎ, rules about s«auca and a–camana, method of

approaching the teacher.

(2) rules about those not invested with sacred thread, rules for the
brahmaca–rin, control of pupil, period of study.

(3) the four a–s«ramas, the duty of brahmaca–rin, bhiksǔ and vaikha–nasa.

(4) rules about the householder, marriage, age at time of marriage, sub-
castes.

(5) rules about intercourse on marriage, the five great daily sacrifices–
the reward of gifts, madhuparka, method of honouring the guests of
different castes;

(6) rules about showing respect to parents, relatives (male and female)
and teachers, rules of the road.

(7) rules about the avocations of a brahmana, avocation for him in distress,
what articles a brahmana could not sell or deal in.

(8) the forty Sanska–ras and the eight spiritual qualities (such as day

a

,
forbearance, etc.)
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(9) The observances for a sna–taka and house-holder,

(10) The peculiar duties of four castes, the responsibilities of the king,
taxation, sources of ownership, treasure-trove, guardsians hip of minors
wealth.

(11) Ra–jadharma, qualities of the kings purohita.

(12) Punishment for libel, abuse, assault, hurt, adultery and rape, theft in
the case of several varn∏as and rules about money lending and adverse
possession, special privileges of brahmanas as to punishment, payment
of debts, deposits.

(13) Rules about witnesses falsehoods when excusable.

(14) Rules of impurity on birth and death.

(15) S «r

a

ddha of five kinds.

(16) Upa–karma, period of vedic study in the year, holidays and occasion
for them.

(17) Rules about foods for brahmanas.

(18) Duties of women, niyoga and its conditions, discussions about the
son born of niyoga.

(19) Causes and occasions of pr

a

yas«citta.

(20) Abandoning a sinner.

(21) Sinners of various grades.

(22) Pra–yas«cittas for various sins.

(23) Pra–yas«citta for drinking.

(24) Secret pra–yas«cittas for mah

a

tp

a

kas and upapa–takas.

(25) Krˇcca and Alikrčca penances.

(26) Ca–ndra–yana penances.

(27) Partition, stridhana, reunion, twelve kinds of son, inheritance.

1.6.(b)  Baudha–yana Dharmasu– tra :

Baudhaya–na is a teacher of the Krš ˇnˇayajurveda. A complete set of the

Baudh

a

yanasu–tras has not yet been recovered and has not been carefully

preserved as the su–tras of  Ā pastamba and Hiran ˇyakes «in. In the

Dharamasu–tra Baudh

a

yana himself is cited as an authority several times
(e.g. 1.4.15 and 24.III5.8, 6.20)

The contents of the Baudh

a

yana Dharmas

u

tra are as follows:

Prasna (1) Sources of Dharma, who are S«isťˇas, Parisad, different practices
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of Northern and Southern India, countries where s «istas reside, and where
mixed castes reside, pra–yas«citta for visiting countries of the later type.
(2) Studenthood for 48, 24 or 12 years, time of Upanayana, and the girdle,
skin, staff appropriate to each caste, duties of brahmac

a

rin, eulogy of
brahmacarya. (3) The duties of the sna–taka, who has completed his studies
and observances but has not yet married. (4) Directions about carrying the
earthen jar (in the case of sn

a

taka). (5) Bodily and mental sauca, purification

of various substances, impurity on birth and death, meaning of sapinˇda as

sakulya, rules of inheritance, purification on touching a corpse or women
in her menses or on dog bite, what flesh and food was allowed and forbidden.
(6) Purification from the point of view of sacrifice, purification of others,
ground, grass, fuell, vessels and articles used in sacrifice. (7) Rules about
the importance of sacrifice, of the utensils of sacrifice, priests, the sacrificer
and his wife, ghee, cooked offerings, the victim, soma and fires. (8) The four
varn∏as and the sub-castes. (9) Mixed castes, (10) The duties of Kings, the
five great sins and punishment for them, punishment for killing birds,
witnesses. (11) The eight form of marriage, holidays. Prasna II. contains–

(1) pra–yas «citta for brahmahatya– etc. brahmaca–ri violating rules,

(2) Partition of heritage, (3) The daily duties of the householders,
(4) Sandhya–, (5) Rules for a–camana, bathing etc, (6) Five great daily yajn~as,

(7) regulation about dinner, (8) S«r

a

ddha, (9) eulogy of sons, (10) rules about

Sany

a

sa. Prasana, III. (1) Modes of subsistence for the two kinds of

householders– S «a–lina and Ya–ja–vara, (2) the means of sustenence called

sannivartani. (3) duties of the forest hermit and his livelihood.

(4) pra–yas «citta (5) method of reciting aghamarsana (6) the ritual of

prasrťayavaka (7) Purificatory homa called Kusm

a

nďǎ (8) the penance called

ca–ndra–yana (9) recital of Veda without taking food (10) Theories about

parification for sin, purifying sins. There is fourth pras «na also but critics

opine that this pras «na most probably is an interpolation. (History of

Dharmasa–stra, Vol I, part I by P.V. Kane. P.42). It is opined that the

Dharmas

u

tra of Baudh

a

yana is not concise.

1.6.3 Dharmasu–tra of  Ā pastamba :

Ā pastambi
–
ya Dharmas

u

tra forms a constituent part of a big S

u

tra-work,

the Ā pastambi
–
ya Kalps

u

tra, belonging to a South Indian school of the Kršňǎ

Yajurveda. It could not have been compiled later than the 5th or the 4th

century B.C. This Dharmas

u

tra is preserved in its original form. This

Dharmas

u

tra is considered as a later one to the Gautama Dharmas

u

tra.

This Dharmas

u

tra has been edited several times in the Bombay Sanskrit
Series with large extracts from Haradatta’s commentary called Ujjvala–.

The Ā pastamba Kalpas

u

tra of the Taiťťiriya Sa–kha– of the Black Yajurveda is

divided into 30 pras«na. According to Buhler, the first 24 pras «na contain the
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treatment of S«rauta sacrifices, the 25th contain paribh

a

s

a

s, pravarakhaňďa

and Hautraka prayers to be recited by Hotř priests; 26th and 27th prasnas

constitute the Gřhyasu–tra, the 28th and 29th Dharmas

u

tra and 30th pras«na is

Sulvas

u

tra.

Contents of the Ā pastambiya Dharmas

u

tra are more or less similar to that

of Baudh

a

yana. The Dharmas

u

tra is written in a more concise and compact
style than that of Baudh

a

yana and has more archaic and un-paninian forms

than any other extant Dharmas

u

tra.

The Dharmas

u

tra stands in a peculiar relation to the P

u

rvam

i

m

a

ms

a

. It is

the only Dharmas

u

tra that contains many of the technical terms and doctrines

of the Mi
–
m

a

msa–. He prefers Vedic text to Smrťi, whenever conflict arises

regarding the preference of the two.

Vas«isťȟa Dharmasu– tra :

Sage Vasistha is regarded as the author of Vasistha Dharmas

u

tra. The

contents of this Dharmas

u

tra are:  (1) Definition if Dharma, a brahmana
can marry a girl of any higher castes, the king was to regulate the conduct of
people and to take sixth part of wealth as a tax and so on and so forth.

The Vasistha Dharmas

u

tra resembles in several respects the other

Dharmas utras described above. It contains almost the same subjects and is
similarly composed in prose interspersed with verses. Its style is like the

Gautamadharmas

u

tra and has many s

u

tras identical with the later.

Vis∏n∏udharmasu– tra :

In the introductory and the concluding chapters it is said that the work is a

revelation made by God Visˇnǔ, and the entire work is presented in the form

of a dialogue between Visňǔ and Goddess Earth. The basic stock of the

work is an old Dharmas

u

tra of the Kathaka school of the Kršna Yajurveda.

It contain one hundred chapters with 100 hundred topics. This Dharmas

u

tra

somehow resembles the Vasistha Dharmas

u

tra.

This work has a few chapters (viz, 3 and 5 on r

a

ja dharma and punishment;
15 and 16 on the rules about the twelve sons and the mixed castes, and 21
and 22 on funeral rites) which are comparatively old and stand on a level

with the S

u

tras of Gautama and A
–
pastamba.

Vaikha– nasa Dharmasu– tra :

Vaikha–nasa Dharmas

u

tra by Vaikha–nasa is an authority on the duties of
Va–naprasthas. Manu, Gautama, Baudha–yana and Vasistha mention
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Vaikha–nasa. It has four pras«nas. It describes four kinds of brahmaca–rins

four kinds of householders– Va–rta–-vr ˇtti, Sa–lina, Ya–ya–vara, and

Ghoraca–rika; two kinds of V

a

naprasthas– Sapatnika and apatnika with
their further sub-divisions, and four kinds of Sanya–sins.

Aus «« «« «anasa Dharmasu– tra :

It is in seven chapters and deals with mainly the duties of four castes. It

refers to Vasistha, Harita, Saunaka and Gautama. This dharmas

u

tras is
supposed to have dealt with all topics – a–ca–ra, vyavaha–ra and pra–yas«citta.

Summing up :

The Dharmas

u

tra represent the oldest phase of Dharma literature of which
we have more talk about religious duties and manner of worship than about

secular duties. For example, in the A
–
pastambiya Dharmas

u

tra, the section
dealing with pure jurisprudence covers almost only about one-seventeenth
part of the whole work. However, Dharmas

u

tras are the forerunner of the

metrical Dharmas«

a

stras or Smrˇtis.

In these technical schools of Dharma, Smr ˇtis or Dharmas «

a

stras are

originated. The works of this type are not written in the aphoristic s

u

tra-
style, but in a metrical form. The didactial poetry, the gnomic poetry had
been one of the main sources of Dharmas«

a
stra. A large number of s«lokas,

that contain moral lessons or legal doctrine in the form aphoristic epigrams,
are found in epical poems, particularly in the Mah

a

bh

a

rata. For this reason
epic (itiha–sa) is often called the fifth source of Dharma.

Sample questions :

(1) What is the acceptable sense of the word Dharma?

(2) General definition of Dharma by Manu.

(3) Short notes on different Dharmas

u

tras.

References/Suggested Readings :

(1) History of Dharmas«

a

stra, by P.V. Kane. Vol I. Part I

(2) History of Indian literature, Vol.III, M.Winternitz

(3) The Cultural Heritage of India Vol.II.

–––xxx–––
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Unit 2

Ma– navaharmas «« «« «a– stra/Manusmr ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇti

Contents :

2.1 Introduction :

2.2 Objectives

2.3 Contents of  Manusmřti

2.3.1 Chapter I

2.3.2 Chapter II

2.3.3 Chapter III

2.3.4 Chapter IV

2.3.5 Chapter V

2.3.6 Chapter VI

2.3.7 Chapter VII

2.3.8 Chapter VIII

2.3.9 Chapter IX

2.3.10 Chapter X

2.3.11 Chapter XI

2.3.12 Chapter XII

2.4 Importance of   Manusmřti

2.4.1 Popularity of  Manusmřti

2.4.2 Uniqueness

2.4.3 Literary value of the  Manusmrťi

2.4.4 Philosophy and Science

2.4.5 Place of women

2.5 Date of  Manusmřti

2.6 Summing up

2.7 Suggested readings

2.1  Introduction :

Side by side with the lately composed Dharmasutras, metrical Dharmas«a–stras

were also composed with the growing demand for new provisions in the matters

of Dharma, religious and secular. Numerous such S«a–stras were composed but

only a few like Manu and Ya
–
jn

~
avalkya may specially be mentioned.

The Manusmřti is the earliest and most authoritative among the extant metrical

works on Dharma. There is no other work that had such a great fame and
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considered to be so authoritative in the field of Smřti literature. Manu has been

considered not only as the progenitor of mankind, but also as the founder of all

social customs and orders. It is already stated in the Veda that – “all that Manu

has said is medicine” (manuravadat tad bhešajam). This smr∏ti is said to have a

divine origin. In the first chapter, it is said that this code of law is a work of

Brahman, the creator Himself. Brahman revealed it to his son Manu. Manu

fasȟions this work. It has many masterly commentaries like those of Medha–tithi,

Govindara–ja and Kulluka Bhatta. The extant work is a version compiled by Bhr∏gu,

one of the disciples of Manu.

Ya–jan~avalkya smrťi is next to Manusmrťi in importance and it has three

Ka–ndas on a–ca–ra, Vyavaha–ra and Pra–yas «citta. Though it agrees with Manu

in many points, but disagrees in important topics like niyoga, inheritance, and

gambling. It has three important commentaries of which Mit

a

kšar

a

 is the best

and most critical and authoritative.

2.2 Objectives

In this unit a detailed account of Manusam
.
hita– is given. At the end of this unit you

will be able to know about –

l the detail contents of Manusm
.
hita–

l the importance of  Manusm
.
hita–

l place of women in the Manusm
.
hita–

l Date of Manusm
.
hita–

2.3 Contents of Manusmr ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇti :

A good range of subjects are dealt with by Manu. It consists of twelve sections

or chapters.

2.3.1 Chapter I

The first chapter contains an introduction in the style of the Mah

a

bh

a

rata and

of the puranas. The great sages approach Manu and request him to reveal to

them the holy laws of different castes. Manu agrees and begins with a discourse

on the creation. This is an intricate discourse on the creation, that is begun by

Manu and continued by Bhřgu. The epochs of time (yuga) and the difference in

dharmas according to them, the four classes of men, and the differences in their

respective Dharma are also discussed. It also gives a list of the topics to be

subsequently dealt with in the work.

2.3.2 Chapter II

In this chapter main subject matter of the Manusmr∏ti begins. Here four sources

r
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and grounds or proofs of Dharma, the person for whom this dharma holds good,

and the area where it prevails are put for discussion. After dealing with these

general questions, the text proceeds to describe the dharmas as applicable to

each of the four classes, Brahmana, Ksǎtriya, Vais«ya and S «

u

dra. Of these the

Brahmanas (dvija) are considered first and foremost one. Sacraments

(Sam
.

ska–ras) are described for them in relation to the four stages of life (a–sramas).
This chapter takes us through the Sam

.

sk

a

ras beginning with birth and going

upto study in the establishment of the teacher, i.e., upto the end of the first stage

called brahmacarya (Studentship). Characteristics of Ā ca–rya, Upa–dhya–ya,

Guru, Řtvig, etc. Superiority of Āca–rya, a child can be Āca–rya, students should

be treated with sweet words, superiority of studying Veda, rules of a brahmacarin,

not to listen the abuse about preceptor, about teacher, his son, wife etc. Three

kinds of Brahmaca–rin, Sandhyopa–sana, trivargasˇ

a

dhanam, etc.

2.3.3 Chapter III

In chapter III, the householder’s life, which is the second stage, is taken up. Eight

kinds of marriage is discussed and of these eight kinds, bra–hmaviva–ha is praised.

About married life, daily and periodical observances of a householder, the vital

character and the important social role of the householder, his five daily yajn~as,
or sacrifices (viz, study and teaching of scripture, proposition of the means,

adoration of the Gods by oblation in the fire, reception of guests and gratification

of (other living beings) and the periodic S«r addhas are described.

2.3.4 Chapter IV

In chapter four also householder’s life is described in detail, some relating to

Dharmas already mentioned, and enjoining some further dharmas, relating to the

ways of earning livelihood. Moreover some rules relating to personal habits and

details of daily routine and principles of character and conduct.

2.3.5 Chapter V

This chapter opens with the discussion on proper food. It forbids some foods

like milk of a cow which has a newborn calf and becomes solid when boiled.

Here it is suggested that 

a

lasya and annadosǎ can bring calamity to a person’s

life. Next topic dealt with is the death and funeral ceremonies, and also pollution

and purificatory ceremonies. The last section of this chapter speaks of women

(wives and widows) and their special dharma. Manu opines that service to

husband is the yajn~a for a women (V.155) definition of Sa–ddhvi
–
 Stri

–
 (166) is

also given.

2.3.6 Chapter VI

Chapter VI is devoted to a description of the two further stages of men, i.e, the
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ň

Va–naprastha and Sanya–sa denoting life of retirement in forests and complete

renunciation, having spiritual realization as their purpose. The pursuit of the spiritual

aim and resignation by one who continues to be in the household life is also dealt

with at the end of the chapter.

2.3.7 Chapter VII

This chapter contains discussion on the duties and qualities of a king   (Ra–jadharma).

The Ra–jadharma includes not only king’s qualities and equipment, but also the

art of statecraft in peace and war. Ministers and council, diplomacy, messengers,

army, fort, war, conquest, treatment of the conquered administration of villages,

communities, merchants, collection of revenue, punishment, clearance of anti-

social elements, etc. (Kan∏t∏akas«odhana)

2.3.8 Chapter VIII

Chapter VIII deals with administration of justice and describes legal procedure

in respect of the eighteen tittle of civil and criminal disputes, judges, evidence,

offences and punishment. Disputes are classified under 18 heads. (i.e., ašťa–das«a

ma–rgena nibandha–ni (vyavaha–ra) ka–rya–ni). These eighteen topics are the

following : (1) Laws regarding debt, (2) pledges and deposits, (3) sale without

ownership, (4) dispute about joint companies, (5) nullification of gift, (6) non-

clearance of wages, and emoluments, (7) breach of contract, (8) investigation in

cases of sales and purchages, (10) boundary disputes, (11) real injury, (12) Verbal

injury, (13) theft, (14) violence (robbery, etc.), (15) sex-offences, (16) marriage-

rules (duties of husband and wife) (17) laws of partition, and inheritance, and

(18) gambling and betting.

2.3.9 Chapter IX

This chapter deals in detail about women, particularly from the standpoint of

Law, their dharmas, duties expected of and towards them and their importance

regarding progeny and the family, and also about property, inheritance, and

partition, which arise in the family. The later part of the chapter speaks of other

matters coming under the administration of justice, like debts, gambling, contracts

between the employer and the employed, and theft. After touching upon some of

the other ra–jadharmas left over, the chapter concludes with a brief description

of dharmas of the Vais«yas and the S«u–dras.

2.3.10 Chapter X

It deals with mixed castes (varnasa

&n

kara) and describes the usual profession

of the three castes and emergency laws (a–paddharma). In the case of the four

classes and their ordained duties, confusion may occur due to extraordinary
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development of a private or public nature; dharmas permissible under such

emergencies (a–pa–ddharma) are therefore dealt with.

2.3.11 Chapter XI

The main subject of chapter XI is different kinds of sins, major and minor and

their expiations (pra–yas«cittas). Purifications regarding ritualistic and other

omissions are also dealt with.  In addition to these topics there are some rules

about gift and sacrifices and a classification of sins, omissions and commissions.

2.3.12 Chapter XII

This chapter deals with the consequences in future life, of nobles and ignoble acts

in respect of future rebirth. This is followed by the concluding stanzas containing

philosophical reflections on the journey of the soul and on the means of attainment

of the supreme bliss (moksǎ). So, like the chapter I, this chapter also is strongly

influenced by the Sa
–

&n

khya principles that is mixed with the teachings of Yoga

and Ved

a

nta.

2.4 Importance of Manusmr ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇti or Manusam
.
hita

–
  :

Sam
.

hita– is a collection of codes (‚◊˜  + œÊ  + ∑Î§ ∑§◊¸ÁáÊ). ◊ŸÙ— ‚¢Á„UÃÊ,·c∆UËÃÃ˜–
The epithet by transference means the book containing collections of codes of

Manu.  S◊ÎÁÃÁfl‡Ê·ÊÃ˜ SòÊËÁ‹X◊˜– ¬˝ÊÁÃ¬ÊÁŒ∑§ÊÕ̧ ¬˝Õ◊Ê–

2.4.1 Popularity of Manusmr ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇti :

Manusam
.

hita– is very popular, as it is not sectarian. It endorses universal views

of customs and religion for the Aryan race. Like other Sam
.

hita–ka–ras, he does

not embody sectarian or Pauranic worship of idols. This Smrťi rather neglects

Vedic rites and sacrifices and speaks of Brahman (supreme soul) as the highest

one and the goal of man. This position places Manu in a higher level than other

authors of Dharmas«a–stra.

2.4.2 Uniqueness :

There are two level of Dharma, one is lower and the other is higher. The higher

Dharma is more meritorious and fruitfull to lower Dharma. This Dharma is

equal to Satya and Satya is equal to Ahimsa–. (non-violence). This is reflected in

the following verse.

SATYAM
.

 BRUYA
–

T PRIYAM
.

 BRUYA
–

T NA BRUYA
–

T SATYAM
.

 APRIYAM/

PRIYAN
~
CA NA

–

NR.....TAM
.

  BRUYA
–

T ES.....A DHARMAH.....  SANA
–

TANAH..... / II.224.
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Dharma is also a positive concept. The enunciation of the highest possible ideal,

viz, self realizations and soul emancipation, as the goal of dharma, further gives

a person the longest possible course of progress and ascent to strive for.

2.4.3 Literary value of the Manusmr ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇti

The language of this Samhita– is simple. The Manusmřti can be read more like a

didactic poem rather than a dull text book. Even in the purely technical sections

we often find pictures and similies and a highly polished language. That proves

that the author’s objective was to write a book that would be valuable from the

literary point of view as well. For example, in connection with Ra–jadharma it is

stated that a King should realize taxes little by little as a leech or calf or bee sucks

blood, milk and honey. Such verses testify also to the author’s power of

observation.

2.4.4 Philosophy and Science

In the account of creation, the author reveals his knowledge of philosophy. In this

connection, the description of creatures shows his knowledge of biology. He

also gives a scientific account of Botany. That the plant kingdom bears life, perhaps

for the first time, stated by Manu in the famous line– •ãÃ—‚¢ôÊÊ ÷flãàÿÃ
‚ÈπŒÈ—π‚◊ÁãflÃÊ—H

And the first half of the verse is–  Ã◊‚Ê ’„ÈUM§¬áÊ flÁCÃÊ— ∑§◊¸„UÃÈŸÊ– (I.49)

2.4.5 Place of women :

The position of women is rather anomalous in this work. At one place Manu

provides (III.56) that Gods are pleased when women are honoured. Again it is

stated that the mother is more honorable than a thousand fathers (II.145). The

family in which women suffers, is ruined (III.59)

A line from the text, however, is  frequently cited viz, na stri
–
 sva–tantryam

.

 arhati
(women is not fit for freedom). In the ideology of Manu and Dharmas«

a

stra, the

home and the family constitute the bed-rock of society and woman is the person

on whom the stability and sanctity of the home and household life rest. The wife

is the home, not the structure : na gřham
.

 gřhamity

a

huȟ, gřhinǐ
–
 gřhamucyate.

Manu and other Indian thinkers had also a conception of women according to

which they did not like women to be exposed to the rough and unprotected,

independent life, and in this spirit, it is said by Manu that a woman should always

be taken care of by someone-by her father in her girlhood, by her husband in her

youth, by her son in her old age, and that she should not be left to herself. He

opines that there is no difference between the housewife and the goddess of

fortune; both illumine the home and are to be adored as such (IX.26) striyahˇ

s «riyas«ca gehesˇu na vis«esǒ’sti kas«cana so on and so forth.
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2.5 Date of Manusmr ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇti :

It is ascertained that extant Manusmrˇti is the result of several redactions.

Therefore, it is difficult to ascertain when the nucleus originated and the work

took its present shape.

The lower terminus of the date of the extant Manusmrťi can be determined. As

some verses from Manu were quoted by Kuma–rila Bhatť̌a and S«a

&n

kara–ca–rya in

their works it can be sadi that Manu came long before 7th century A.D.

The upper terminus is difficult to determine compared with the Y

a

j

~n

avalkyasmřti,

the Manusmřti lays down the rules of legal procedure in an incomplete manner.

For example, definitions of legal terms are almost absent in Manu. Whereas

these are frequent in Ya–j

~n

avalkya. Manu does not bother with widows’ rights

while Ya–j

~n

avalkya accords to her the first place among the successors of a sonless

man. Here it may be concluded that Manu’s work preceded that of Ya–j

~n

avalkya

who may be placed in the 3rd century A.D.

Manu mentions (X.44) the tribes of Yavana, Kamboja, S«aka, Palhava and Cina.

The Medas and Andhras are also mentioned (X.48). From this it can be inferred

that the Manusmřti can not be much earlier than the 3rd century B.C.

Jayaswal thinks that the Brahmanas enjoyed the greatest privilege under the

Sungas, particularly Pušyamitra which is advocated by Manu that one who knows

the Vedas deserves the rank of the Commander in chief leadership in the

Goverment,etc.

Taking all evidences into consideration Buhler concludes that the present

Manusmrťi was composed between the 2nd century B.C. and  the 2nd century

A.D.

2.6 Summing up

In this unit you are acauinted with the Manusmahita with its contents and date.

You also able to know about the importance of Manusmrti with its popularity,

uniqueness, Literary value etc.

2.7 Suggested reading

Shastri, J. L. : Manusmrti with Kullakabhatta, Motilal Banarasidass, Delhi.

---xxx---
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Unit III

MANUSMRˇTI : CHAPTER-VII, RA
–

JADHARMA

Contents :

3.1 Introduction

3.2 Objectives

3.3 Contents of  Chapter-VII

3.3.1 Origin and Competency of Kings

3.3.2 Emissaries

3.3.3 King’s duty as Ksatriya

3.3.4 Realisation of annual Revenues

3.4 Circle of  twelve kings

3.5 Position of Kings in the circel

3.6 Six means of polity

3.7 Suming up

3.8 Suggested readings

3.1 Introduction :

It is found in the Mahabharata that people protected each other by their

Satvagun∏a during the days of yore (‚àÿÿÈª). But, gradually people became

greedy and anarchy prevailed everywhere. So to control  such situation God

created the king. The same concept is found in the Manusmřti also. In the seventh

chapter, Manu depicts that the Lord created the king to stop anarchy and protect

all the creatures. Lord created king extracting the eternal concentrated parts of

Indra, Varun∏a, Yama, S

u

rya, Agni, V

a

yu, Candra and Kubera – the eight

dikp

a

las so that by majesty he (king) overpowers all (VII,3,4,5). So as a

preamble, Manu depicts the dharma  of a Ks∏atriya in the very first chapter as–

¬˝¡ÊŸÊ¢ ⁄UˇÊáÊ¢ ŒÊŸÁ◊ÖÿÊäÿÿŸ◊fl ø–

Áfl·ÿcfl¬˝‚ÁQ p ˇÊÁòÊÿSÿ ‚◊Ê‚Ã—H 1.89

Thus Manu says that a king is born to rule over others. So, to make his fitness

well assured he should be self restrained, well versed in Vedas, Logic, Vedanta,

Politics and Agriculture; such a king indeed is a fit person to rule his subjects. He

must forgo objects of senses, specially of the senses of anger and passion. These

may destroy kings reason and mentality. The king must be humble to all and

reverent to the old learned ones. The king also should see that his ministers are

qualified and honest. Otherwise, (ŒÈc≈U◊ÁãòÊÿÈQ ⁄UÊ¡Ê) anarchy and dissension prevail
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in the kingdom.

Apart from the ministers, faithful officers, specially the emissaries and spies bring

prosperi to a kingdom. A king is called ca–reksǎnˇa (øÊ⁄UˇÊáÊ) and ŒÍÃ◊Èπ. For

protection a king should live in a healthy and wealthy city provided with suitable

forts.

The king should subdivide his entire kingdom into several villages with a Governor

in each of them. In this way, seated in his own capital, the king will conduct

administration and keep all informations through his deputies. The king is also to

make arrangements for revenues, taxes, on business of all kinds. Thus with due

diligence to the various measures of polity (e.g, ‚Ê◊, ŒÊŸ, ÷Œ, Œá«U), the king

should always look for victory and shall ever remain vigilant to the welfare of his

kingdom.

3.2 Objectives

After go through this unit you will be ableto learn about –

l contents of Ra–jadharma

l origin and competency of kings

l King’s Priest

l King’s & ministers

l bribery to be punished

l six means of polity

3.3 Contents of Chapter-VII

To protect and extend one’s kingdom Manu discusses the duties of a king in

chapter VII in detail. Contents of chapter VII may be summarized as follows :

(1) Origin and competency of kings.

(2) Origin of Œá«U (administration) and its proper use.

(3) Kings humility, education, self control by controlling own’s fault, outcome

of greed and anger.

(4) King’s ministers and officers with whom the king should consult about four

©U¬Êÿs and six gunˇas.

(5) Du–ta, country and forts.

(6) Queens

(7) King’s priest

(8) About taxes.

(9) About facing battle etc.

(10) persons not to be killed in war.
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(11) King’s highest gift. (97)

(12) King’s horses, elephants etc. his enterprise, candidness with ministers.

(13) King’s arthacinta
–
.

(14) Protection of the kingdom : engagement of deputies in kingdom : of revenue-

officers-and so on.

(15) Bribery to be punished.

(16) Taxes in all business.

(17) Kings timely strictness and leniency (140)

(18) Consultation with ministers– punishing thieves

(19) Secrecy in counsels– time for council and so on.

(20) Thought on œ◊̧, •Õ̧ and ∑§Ê◊¢  and so on sending of envoys. The six policies–

nature of enemy– expedition to enemy’s kingdom– examining army–

oppressing enemies– war to be resorted to when all other measures fail.

(21) Brahmanas, Gods, etc. to be propitiated after victory– realization of taxes

herein.

(22) About ‡ÊòÊÈ, Á◊òÊ, ©UŒÊ‚ËŸ etc.

(23) Thinking of means in times of distress.

(24) King’s food– its examination– kings Áfl„UÊ⁄U, his observances of daily religious

rights and excercises, his preservation of health.

A brief discussion on each topic follows :

3.3.1 Origin and competency of kings

Protection of all the varn∏as is Ks∏atriya’s duty. So Manu considers a Ks∏atriya, who

is well educated, fit to control his senses should be installed as a king after proper

initiation according to the Vedic rites. A king is supposed to be the combination of

the strength of all Gods of eight directions. So, even though he is a young man, he

should not be disregarded, because king’s anger may perish a person along with

his family and property. Because a king is all powerful. So everyone should follow

the rules and laws established by the king. Because the king issues some mandatory

orders to be carried out by his subjects to keep peace, he also circulates some

reasonable prohibitions for his subjects from doing some works which may bring

disorder in the kingdom.

Creation of Œá«UŸËÁÃ —

ÃSÿÊÕ¸ ‚fl¸÷ÍÃÊŸÊ¢ ªÙåÃÊ⁄¢U œ◊¸◊Êà◊¡◊˜–

’˝±◊Ã¡Ù◊ÿ¢ Œá«U◊‚Î¡Ã˜ ¬Ífl¸◊Ë‡fl⁄U—H

The I«s«vara created Œá«UŸËÁÃ for king’s administration or polity which will save all,

which is the Dharma itself and like Brahma’s own son and full of divine power.
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n

And for the fear of punishment all the moveable and immovable living beings

could enjoy in this world. (‚fl¸ÊÁáÊ ÷ÍÃÊÁŸ SÿÊfl⁄UÊÁáÊ ø⁄UÊÁáÊ ø), Punishment goes to

the wrong doers, only considering the place, time, offender’s power.

Danďˇa is regarded as the king, a judge and everything else. And thus proper

legal procedure (Œá«U) is like the representative of the rites of the four a
–
sramas.

So it is said that Œá«U  (justice) governs all the subjects. It protects all even in their

sleep. So Daňdǎ (justice) is called Dharma.

Œá«U— ‡ÊÊÁSÃ ¬˝¡Ê— ‚fl¸Ê Œá«U ∞flÊÁ÷⁄UˇÊÁÃ–

Œá«U— ‚ÈåÃ·È ¡ÊªÁûÊ¸ Œá«¢U œ◊¸ ÁflŒÈ’È¸œÊ—H (v})

But a king should be careful in proper use of Œá«. Because a proper use of justice

pleases all subjects and improper use destroys all things. Also, if the king is not alert

in using Œá«  then ma–tsyanya–ya will prevail i.e., to say if the criminals are not

punished, the strong would attack the weak ones. There would be imbalance in the

society.

Honest and pure men are rare in society. So, Œá«  is essential. All the world is fit

for enjoyment through fear of justice only. Even the Gods, demons, Gandharvas,

R

a

k

•

s

asas, birds and serpents being subdued by Justice and help in king’s

enjoyment. Otherwise, a complete opposite scene will prevail. Justice is presided

over by a deity, who destroys sin. This deity’s colour is imagined as brown and

her eyes as red. The king who wield justice is really said as wise, and considerate.

By proper use of Œá«  a king can attain three ¬ÈL§·ÊÕ¸  viz, œ◊¸, •Õ¸ and ∑§Ê◊. On

the other hand, a passionate and low-hearted king is destroyed by the Œá« itself.

Kings of untrained mind cannot use Œá« because of its veritable effulgence

(‚È◊„UÃ¡àflÊÃ̃) So, a virtuous and intelligent king, who works according to S«

a

stras

and helped by ministers can rule a kingdom properly.

King’s Education and attitude in Government :

The king should learn the three Vedas from the teachers who are well versed  in

the three Vedas, should learn politics which is ever useful to him and also should

learn Metaphysics, Upanisads, and agriculture from experienced men.

òÊÒÁfllèÿSòÊÿË¥ ÁfllÊ¢ Œá«UŸËÁÃ¢ ø ‡ÊÊ‡flÃË◊˜–

•ÊÁãflÁˇÊ∑§Ë¥ øÊà◊ÁfllÊ¢ ’ÊÃÊ⁄Uê÷Ê¢p ‹Ù∑§Ã—H (43)

[Fox explanation Kulluka’s comm. is to be consulted].

The king should learn to control his senses, avoid anger and lust (V.45) because

lust leads to destruction of  wealth and religion and anger leads one to bereft of

good health.

Ten vices born of passion (∑§Ê◊¡ŒÙ·—) are : hunting, dice, day-dreaming, slandering,

woman, liquor, dancing, song, playing of drum and wandering aimlessly. And
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eight vices born out of anger are : faultfinding, outrage, malice, hatred, spite,

harshness of speech, non payment of dues and punishment. Lobha (greed) is the

root of all these vices and so the king should avoid ‹Ù÷ carefully.

The king should honour bra
–
hmana, who are learned and well-versed in the lores

of the three Vedas. The king should always serve the old in age and penances,

king’s modesty is very essential for his survival. Otherwise he may perish like

Veňa, Nahuša, Paijavana, and Nimi. And he may rise like Prťhu, Manu, Kubera

and Visv

a

mitra if he is honest.

Ministers

Kings should select good ministers : seven or eight well tested ministers should be

selected. They should be ∑È§‹∑˝§◊ÊªÃÊ  faithful by hereditary, versed in polities,

valorous, adept in weapons, etc.

◊ı‹ÊŸ˜ ‡ÊÊSòÊÁflŒ— ‡ÊÈ⁄UÊÀ‹h‹ˇÊÊŸ˜ ∑È§‹ÙjflÊŸ˜–

‚ÁøflÊŸ˜ ‚ÊåÃ øÊc≈Uı ø ¬˝∑È§flË¸Ã ¬⁄UËÁˇÊÃÊŸ˜H (54)

King should consult with his ministers about Sandhi (conciliation), Áflª̋„U (war),

stability in justice, wealth etc. along with the production of crops, protection and

distribution of money. The king should consult with ministers separately and

considering the individual opinions he should do his own good in all the affairs.

Ã·¢Ê Sfl¢ Sfl◊Á÷¬˝Êÿ◊È¬‹èÿ ¬ÎÕ∑˜  ¬ÎÕ∑˜ –

‚◊SÃÊŸÊ¢ ø ∑§ÊƒÿÒ·È ÁflŒ˜äÿÊÁhÃ◊Êà◊Ÿ—H (57)

Among the ministers, the king should consult secret mantras containing the six

policies of conciliation, war, etc. with honoured and learned Brahman ministers.

Having confided in that Brahman minister the king should always do his royal

duties. Then after planning with that minister he should proceed with his works.

(58)

[In modern times also king has to manage state affairs in consultating with ministers

in  Parliament. Among the ministers too, some selected few have the valued

privilege of enjoying secret consultation (¬⁄¢U◊ãòÊ◊̃) with the king Emperor.]

The King should appoint other ministers also other than the Brahmanas of pure

conduct, wise, engrossed in own duties, rightly collector of wealth and well tested.

Number of ministers and their special duties :

The king should engage as many as ministers who are expert, vigilant and wise whereby

all his duties are well conducted. Among those ministers, those who are valorous,

experts, born of noble family and pure as well, should be entrusted with places of

incomes, as gold-mines, paddy stores etc. And the timid should be in charge of
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harem etc.

Ã·Ê◊Õ̧ ÁŸÿÈÁÜ¡Ã ‚È⁄UÊŸ˜ ŒˇÊÊŸ˜ ∑È§‹ÙŒ˜ªÃÊŸ˜–

‡ÊÈøËŸÊ∑§⁄U∑§◊¸ÊãÃ ÷ËL§ŸãÃÁŸ¸fl‡ÊŸH ({w)

3.3.2 Emissaries (ŒÍÃ) :

ŒÍÃ¢ øÒfl ¬˝∑È§flË¸Ã ‚flZ ‡ÊÊSòÊÁfl‡ÊÊ⁄UŒ◊˜–

ßÁXÃÊ∑§Ê⁄UøDôÊ¢ ‡ÊÈÁø¢ ŒˇÊ¢ ∑È§‹ÙeÃ◊˜H ({x)

The king should appoint emissaries versed in all the S «

a

stras, and political

principles, born of a high family, and pious (pure), expert in understanding

various movements and expressions of the people (ßÁXÃÊ∑§Ê⁄UøCôÊ).

The Du–ta, who is faithful, pious, expert, of good memory, of good physique,

fearless and prolific right speaker and des«a-k

a

lavit (having knowledge of

time and place) is praised by all.

As the regimental staff constituted with elephants, horses etc. depend on the

commander in chief, civility depends on Danď̌a, Kos«a and Ra–stra depends on

the king, and Sandhi and Vigraha depends on the ŒÍÃ. The Du–ta can unite the

disunited, separate the united, and thus the du–ta can do these things in other’s

kingdom. Because the Du–ta can detect the rival’s affairs from the movements

and behaviour of servants of rival king. And king will do the needfull so that he

may not suffer.

Kings Capital :

¡ÊX‹¢ ‡ÊSÿ‚ê¬ãŸ◊Êƒÿ¸¬˝Êÿ◊ŸÊÁ’‹◊˜–

⁄Uêÿ◊ÊŸÃ‚Ê◊ãÃ¢ SflÊ¡Ël¢¢¢ Œ‡Ê◊Êfl‡ÊÃ˜H  (68)

The king should reside in a Ja–ngalades«a abounding in pious men, free of diseases

and other calamities, beautiful, having  obedient subjects, having plenty of crops

and full facilities of livelihood. [Ja–ngalades«a is a province which is free from

flood, having thin forests, free of heavy storm, having sufficient sunshine and full

of crops.]

King’s capital, where he lives, must be within a fort (ŒÈª̧). Fort is of six kinds viz,

Dhanva durga  (fort with desert on all sides), or ◊„UËŒÈª̧ (fort with brick- ramparts

around, or •¬ŒÈª̧ (with water all around. or flÊˇȨ̂ŒÈª̧ (surrounded by thorny plants)

or Á@Á⁄UŒÈª̧ (fort in an uphill) or ŸÎŒÈª̧ (protected by infantry, horses and elephants).

Among all these durgas, Giridurga is considered as best because of its various

advantages like insurmountable by enemies easily and a king is well protected

here.

That fort should be rich in weapons, money, crops, carriers, brahmanas, craftsmen,
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grass and water. King should have his own residence there constructed with

sufficient space and rooms, with protection by ramparts, with white washes on

and with tanks and that it should be pleasurable in all the seasons.(76)

Collection of annual revenues :

The King should appoint such an honest and faithful minister for realising annual

revenues like corps,etc from his own kingdom so that he may treat his subjects

like a father to his sons. (V.80). He also should appoint officers for supervision of

various departments. Manu advices kings to honour brahmanas, and give

donations to them, because the result of such donations is imperishable.

3.3.3 King’s duties as a Ks ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇatriya :

As a protector of subjects the King should not desist from battle if summoned by

an enemy, be he a stronger or equal.

‚¢ª˝Ê◊cflÁŸflÁÃ¸àfl¢ ¬˝¡ÊŸÊ¢ øÒfl ¬Ê‹Ÿ◊˜–

‡ÊÈüÊÈ·Ê ’˝Ê±◊áÊÊŸÊ¢ ø ⁄UÊôÊÊ¢ üÊÿS∑§⁄¢U ¬⁄U◊˜H  (87)

Non retreat in battles, protection of subjects and service to Brahmana– these are

the highest goods for a King. Because a Ks∏atriya king does not fear to die in the

battlefield. Because it is said that death in battlefield leads to heaven. Manu suggests

that dangerous weapons should not be used in the fighting. The King should not

kill persons in the battle field like those who alighted from the car, eunuch (Ÿ¬È¢‚∑§),
’hÜ¡‹Ë¥ (who prays) with hair nots loosened, the seated, one who says ‘I am

yours’, the sleeping, one whose armour is gone, the naked, the weaponless,

non-fighters but observer of fight, those who engaged in fight with others, (¬⁄UáÊ
‚◊ÊªÃ◊˜ •ãÿŸ ÿÈäÿ◊ÊŸ◊˜) one with broken weapons, (•ÊÿÈœéÿ‚Ÿ¬˝ÊåÃ¢), the

distressed, the severely injured, the timid and the retreaters. (91-93)

Four fold purus.

a

rtha for attaining wealth :

•‹éœ¢ øÒfl Á‹å‚Ã ‹éœ¢ ⁄UˇÊÃ˜ ¬˝ÿàŸÃU—–

⁄UÁˇÊÃ¢ flœ¸ÿìÊÒfl flÎh¢ ¬ÊòÊ·È ÁŸ—ÁˇÊ¬Ã˜H

∞ÃìÊÃÈÁfl¸ÉÊ¢ ÁfllÊÃ˜ ¬ÈL§·ÊÕ¸¬˝ÿÙ¡Ÿ◊˜–

•Sÿ ÁŸàÿ◊ŸÈc∆UÊŸ¢ ‚êÿ∑˜ ∑È§ƒÿÊ¸ŒÃÁãº˝Ã—H  (99-100)

The King should hanker after unacquired wealth, should try to safeguard the

acquired wealth, and he must increase the preserved wealth and should give the

increased (by trade ete.) money to the needy ones. These are beneficial and

leads to heaven and happiness. So, the King should perform these without

idleness.(•Ÿ‹‚—) The King must always be ready for warfare, should manifest
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his valour, he should conceal his counsel, and should find out enemy’s loopholes.

(101) He should bring all under control by means of dan∏d∏a. He should behave

with his ministers like friends and study through spies if there be any enemy

among the officers.

How a King should behave?

fl∑§flÁìÊãÃÿŒÕ¸ÊŸ˜ Á‚¢„UflìÊ ¬⁄UÊ∑˝§◊Ã˜–

’Î∑§flìÊÊ‹Èê¬Ã ‡Ê‡ÊflìÊ ÁflÁŸc¬ÃÃ˜H  (106)

The King should think of wealth (intently and secretly) like a crane, he must

attack others (valourously) like a lion, he will destroy enemies (with sudden attacks)

like a leopard, and he must escape from enemy’s clutches as unaware as a hare.

(consult Kulluka)

[(1) As the crane thinks with concentration for catching a fish of restless character,

so the King should in secret think of wealth in the form taking well-protected

enemy’s country. (2) As a lion attacks a huge tusker to kill, so a King of meagre

force, being attacked by a stronger one should attack to kill enemy with all his

might. (3) As a leopard kills even a protected cattle through sudden attack due

to carelessness of the cowherd, so the king should kill by getting some loop-hole

of the enemy though protected within a fort. (4) As a hare escapes by oblique

jumps though surrounded by fowlers eager to kill it, so the King though himself

weak, being surrounded by a strong enemy’s, should escape and resort to another

kinder King by throwing dust on the enemies eyes.]

Use of ‚Ê◊, ŒÊŸ, ÷Œ and Œá«U —

The King who conquered his enemy king and become victorious, should control

his enemies by four kinds of measures viz, ‚Ê◊, (conciliation) ŒÊŸ (gift), ÷Œ
(dissension) and Œá«U (fight). And if the former three upa–yas fail then the King

should resort to Danď̌a (fight). However, learned (paňdita) considers the first

(‚Ê◊) and the fourth (Œá«U) as best measures for expanding one’s kingdom. (109)

3.3.4 Realisation of annual Revenues

The king should arrange for accruing revenues from various sources, so that the

treasury of the kingdom becomes strong. However, the king is suggested to

realise revenues in such a way that the sources should not suffer. It is said –

ÿÕÊÀ¬ÊÀ¬◊ŒãàÿÊl¢ flÊÿÙ¸∑§ÙflÃ˜‚·≈˜U¬ŒÊ—–

ÃÕÊÀ¬ÊÀ¬Ù ª˝„UËÃ√ÿÊ ⁄UÊC˛Êº˝ÊôÊÊÁéŒ∑§— ∑§⁄U—H (129)

As the leeches, the calves and the bees suck their food little by little, so the king

should realise annual revenues from his kingdom little by little. Revenue for surplus
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gold and cattle should be one fiftieth part (¬@‡ÊjÊª) and from paddy (œÊãÿ) either

sixth, eighth or twelfth part depending on the output (deducting) the labour charge

etc.). One sixth of the gain on the trees, meat, honey, butter, scents, herbs, metals,

flowers, roots, fruits, leaves, vegetables, grasses (¬òÊ‡ÊÊ∑§ÃÎáÊÊ), skins, pulses, earthen

wares, and on all articles of stone, (13-32). There should not be any taxes from

a Brahmana versed in the Vedas. In cases of cooks, blacksmiths, and servents

etc, that live by labour, should work one day in every month in the king’s residence.

Secrecy in counsel (◊ãòÊáÊÊ) :

The King can enjoy the earth , though devoid of wealth , whose counsel cannot

be known by others. So he should hold counsel (with ministers) in slope or plain

of a mountain, or entering a secluded place or in a solitary forest.

ÁªÁ⁄U¬Îc∆¢U ‚◊ÊL§±ÿ ¬˝Ê‚ÊŒ¢ flÊ ⁄U„UÙªÃ—–

•⁄Uáÿ ÁŸ—‡Ê‹Ê∑§ flÊ ◊ãòÊÿŒÁfl÷ÊÁflÃ—H

He should drive away the birds like parrot etc. and also the people like dullards,

dumb, blind, deaf, old ones, women, diseased and deformed and also the mlecchas

during counsel,  because all these may divulge secrets. (149-50), counsel should

be held at mid-day or mid-night with ministers or alone.

3.4 Circle of twelve Kings

Political thinkers in ancient India thought of a circle of Kings in monarchical system.

Among those twelve kings ÁflÁ¡ªË·È  is said to be the principal one. In front of

ÁflÁ¡ªË·È  there is stated to be an •Á⁄U of the former, next to him is Á◊òÊ and the next

is •Á⁄UÁ◊òÊ, Á◊òÊÁ◊òÊ◊˜ and •Á⁄UÁ◊òÊ◊˜.  To the rear of the ÁflÁ¡ªË·È there are ¬ÊÁ@¸ª˝Ê„U—,
•Ê∑˝§ãŒ, ¬ÊÁ@¸ª˝Ê„UÊ‚Ê⁄U—  and •Ê∑˝§ãŒ‚Ê⁄U. Besides these eight kings there are four

kings who are considered as the mainstays of the circle of kings. Those are

ÁflÁ¡ªË·È, ◊äÿ◊, ©UŒÊ‚ËŸ and •Á⁄U. These twelve types of king constitutes the

⁄UÊ¡◊á«U‹.

(a) A ◊äÿ◊ is one whose lands are immediately adjoining to those of the •Á⁄U and

the ÁflÁ¡ªË·È  and he is of such strength as to depend on the favour of these two

when united but able to kill both if not united.

(b) A ©UŒÊ‚ËŸ King is one who can depend on the strength of ÁflÁ¡ªË·È and ◊äÿ◊
when united, but can kill them both when disunited. Thus it appears that a ©UŒÊ‚ËŸ
is of superior strength to the ◊äÿ◊.

◊äÿ◊Sÿ ¬˝øÊ⁄¢U ø ÁflÁ¡ªË·Êp øÁCÃ◊˜–

©UŒÊ‚ËŸ¬˝øÊ⁄¢U ø ‡ÊòÊÙ‡Ê˜øÒfl ¬˝ÿàŸÃ—H    (155)

So, the king should very carefully think on the movements of a middle king (one

between •Á⁄U and the ÁflÁ¡ªË·È), on the doing of the ÁflÁ¡ªË·È, on those of neutral
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(©UŒÊ‚ËŸ) and on that of the enemy (•Á⁄U) as well.

∞ÃÊ— ¬˝∑Î§ÃÿÙ◊Í̧‹¢ ◊á«U‹Sÿ ‚◊Ê‚Ã—–

•Cı øÊãÿÊ— ‚◊ÊÅãÿÊÃÊ mÊŒ‡ÊÒfl ÃÈ ÃÊ— S◊ÎÃÊ—H (157)

3.5 Position of Kings in the Circle

The enemy and his followers as immediately after the ambitious (ÁflÁ¡ªË·È) king

and again immediately after the enemy there is friendly king, beyond these two

there is the neutral (©UŒÊ‚ËŸ) king. The king must control all these kings of the

circle either by the measures of conciliation, gift, dissention or war, applied

separately or conjointly or by the policy of peace.

 [•Á⁄UÁ◊òÊ◊⁄UÁ◊¸òÊ¢ Á◊òÊÁ◊òÊ◊Ã— ¬⁄U◊˜–

ÃÕÊÁ⁄UÁ◊òÊ@ ÁflÁ¡ªË·È— ¬È⁄U—ÁSÕÃÊ—H

¬ÊÁcáÊ¸ª˝Ê„U— S◊ÎÃ— ¬‡øÊŒÊ∑˝§ãŒSÃÃ˜–

¬⁄U◊ •Ê‚Ê⁄UÊflŸÿÙpÒfl ÁflÁ¡ªË·ÈSÃÈ ◊á«U‹◊˜H

•⁄USÃÈ ◊á«U‹◊˜ •⁄USÃÈ ◊á«U‹ ÁflÁ¡ªË·ÊSÃÈ ◊äÿ◊Ù ÷Í◊ÊŸãÃ⁄U—–

•ŸÈª˝„U ‚¢„UÃÿÙ— ‚Ê◊ÕÙ¸ √ÿSÃÿÙfl¸œH

◊á«U‹ÊmÁ„U⁄UÃÊ·Ê◊ÈŒÊ‚ËŸÊ fl‹ÊÁœ∑§Ê—–

•ŸÈª˝„U ‚¢„UÃÊŸÊ¢ ÄÿSÃŸÊ@ flœ ¬˝÷È—H

ŸËÁÃ‚Ê⁄U  of ∑§Ê◊ãŒ∑§  ]

These twelve kings in the circle constitute a string like a necklace having a common

aim, whoever attains the supreme position of a leader at any time becomes, for

the time, the central gem of this necklace, Manu suggests that a king should study

the doings etc, of this whole circle of kings and should win them over by §‚Ê◊,
ŒÊŸ ÷Œ or §Œá«U applied jointly or separately.

3.6 Six means of polity : (§·Ê«˜UªÈáÿ)

§‚Áãœ¢ ø Áflª˝„¢UøÒfl ÿÊŸ◊Ê‚Ÿ◊fl ø

mÒœË÷Êfl¢ ‚¢üÊÿ¢ ø ·«˜UªÈáÊÊÁ‡øãÃÿÃ˜ ‚ŒÊH 190

The king should always think of the six means of peace, war, march, armed,

neutrality, division of army for achieving end, and alliance (considering

one’s own power). Manu says that all these gun∏as are of two kinds each. (ôÊÿÊ
Ám‹ˇÊáÊ—) (162-163). He also explains these divisions in detail.
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3.7 Summing up

From this unit you have now gathered some idea about the subject matters of

Ra
–
jadharma. Here, you have acauinted with the contents of the chapter-VII of

Manusam
.
hita

–
. You also able to get some idea about the origin and competency

of kings, king’s duty, six means of polity etc.

3.8 Suggested Readings

Jha, Ganganath : (ed. & Tr.) Manusmrti, Motilal Banarasidass, Delhi.

–––xxx–––
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Unit- 4

Introduction to Ancient Indian Medicine

1.1. Objectives

1.2. Background.

1.3. Beginning of the concept of Medicine in India

1.4. Scope of Āyurveda.

1.5. Different Works on Ancient Indian Medicine

1.6. Summing up

1.7. Glossary

1.8. References and Suggested Readings.

1.1  Objectives :

 The purpose of this unit is to help you to

� recount  the origin and development of the science of Indian medicine

� define the term  A
–
yurveda exhaustively

� relate various facts related to A
–
yurveda

� evaluate the importance of the Atharvaveda  in this context

� trace various works on ancient Indian medicine and their importance.

1.2. Background :

India is famous for a rich heritage of medicinal science and its practice. Like
many other branches of  knowledge,  the origin of medicine in India is also attached
to a divine story. It is believed that this branch of knowledge started from Brahma-
the lord of creation and then it was handed down to various sages and scholasts
generation by generation through the ages. The particular term used for ancient
Indian medicinal science and treatment is A

–
yurveda and though this branch has a

very ancient origin it still bears its importance and utility not only in modern  India
but also through the other parts of the globe. It is worthwhile to remember here that
the science of Indian medicine was not only concerned with the causes and the
process of treatment of the physical ailments, it also relates the ways and means of
attaining a peaceful life without any disease either mental or physical. So the ancient
Indian medical science establishes a very healthy pattern of lifestyle pertaining to a
disease free body synchronizing with a stress less mind. The way of life which one
should follow to keep oneself free from physical and mental afflictions is elaborately
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discussed in the works of ancient Indian medicine. The concept of ayurvedic
treatment has received much importance in the present world because in the life of
the busy society of modern world which creates constant stress and strain, easily
leaves a heavy scar in the physical and mental domain of almost all human being in
every dimension. So it is high time to fight against stress and strain both physically
and mentally in every section of the day to day life. Moreover, the medicine used in
the ayurvedic treatment does not have any side effect. So people are becoming
more interested and accustomed to the ayurvedic way of treating the ailments not
only in India but also in the nook and corners of the world. As India can take pride
of being one of the premiere countries in using the ayurvedic concept of treating
diseases from very ancient time, it is important and necessary to get a glimpse of the
early history of this branch of knowledge and the rich heritage connected therein
which can charm the mind of the student of this field even after the passage of
thousand and thousand years back.

1.3 Beginning of the concept of Medicine in India :

As you have been informed earlier, it is believed that the science of medicine and
its practice in India is supposed to have a divine origin. According to the tradition,
Brahmaa is called the originator of this branch of knowledge. Gods like Indra,
after receiving the knowledge of this field, brought it in the mortal world.  This
branch of knowledge was used for the benefit of the people of this world. Different
stories about the origin of the medicinal science in India are found from different
sources. In the Bhaišajyaratnaavali

–
, it is said that Brahmaa after recollecting the

knowledge of A
–
yurveda within himself delivered it to Prajapati who again

percolated the knowledge to twin gods Aszvinau. Then Indra received the
knowledge from the twin gods and delivered the same to sages like A

–
treya,

Naarada, An
~
gira etc.. From these sages Agnivesza and others could learn the science

and that stage onwards, the composition of separate collection of medicinal works
started in this world. There is another trend of story regarding the origin of medicinal
science in India. In the Brahmavaivartapuraa nǎ it is said that Brahmaa after
exposing the real meaning of the R ˇgveda, Saa maveda, Yajurveda and
Atharvaveda, gifted the morals of the A

–
yurveda to his disciple Bhaaskara and

Bh

a

skara after acquining that knowledge from his preceptor, composed a work
on the subject studied, which is unfortunately not available now. In this puranic
work, A

–
yurveda is regarded as the Fifth Veda and this concept of delivering the

status of a Veda to A
–
yurveda conspicuously proves that in India, from the very

beginning, A
–
yurveda was considered as a very important branch of knowledge.

Moreover, this work also mentions  A
–
yurveda as the science of treatment i.e.

cikitsaa tatattvavijn
~
aanam and a list of the names of the ancient physicians is also

furnished here. This branch of knowledge is also called vaidyaszaa stra i.e. the
scripture of the doctors. The important fact about the ancient medicinal science
in India is that it is accepted to be a subsidiary part of the Atharvaveda where a
substantial amount of information regarding A

–
yurveda can be traced. The

bhaisǎjyasu–ktaa ni of the Aharvaveda speak about the medicine prescribed for
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various diseases seen in ancient India. The aa yušyaani su–ktaani which are also
available in the Atharvaveda in a scattered manner, assert the ways and means
of running a good and healthy life. In the Atharvaveda  we come across the
verses dealing with the treatment of hydropath i.e. the process of treatment of the
diseases with the help of water,  the use of medicinal plants, the good ways of
lifestyle that one should follow at the time of various ailments and many other
issues related to diseases and their treatment along with some supernatural
phenomena. This can obviously be taken as the early stage of medical ideas in
India. Though the Atharvaveda is included in the periphery of the Veda, yet this
monumental work of ancient India along with many other subject, most of which
are not available in other three vedas, discusses various ailments, their sub
varieties, their symptoms, the ways of treatment for these diseases, the norms to
be followed during the time of ailments and many other issues related to this field.
The interesting fact is that in most of the cases, the Atharvaveda offers different
mantras which are to be chanted to get rid of the ailments, and these verses
appear in this work in  the same way as the mantras of the other vedas. In this
work we also come across the verses where many  diseases are described as
demons and subsequently mantras are seen to be applied to keep oneself safe
from the attack of these enemies.  It is also worth mentioning that though in the
Atharvaveda various references of elements regarding diseases and their
treatment prevalent in ancient India are notified, the Řgveda which is considered
to be the oldest literary document of India also refers to the twin gods (Aszvinau)

as the healer of diseases of the gods. These twin gods are often referred to as the
divine physicians in many places of the vedic verses. The Řkveda itself states that
the prominent physicians were mostly related to the Atharvaveda. The Řgveda
furnishes the fact that in its contemporary period the physicians had to call out the
patients. These and such other references prove that even at the age of the Řgveda

India was aware of the ways and means of treatment of various physical ailments
and it obviously indicates even the existence of  medicinal practice as an established
profession. In the SZatapathabraahmaňa, which comes under the jurisdiction of
the SZuklayajurveda, the reference of the study of   anatomy is found. Scholars
are of opinion that this concept started along with the slaughtering of animals at
the time of various sacrifices in the garb of the act of offering to make the Gods
happy and satisfied. The vedic era also furnishes documents of the reference of
embryology and hygiene. The reference to different rites and rituals in various
verses and passages of the vedic works, which were performed during the period
of pregnancy, mainly with a view to getting a male child as well as for the benefit
of the child in the womb along with the mother,  points out to some extent, the
existence of the study of embryology though in a crude form. These and such
other references can be regarded as the part of early stages of Indian medicinal
science. In the puranic era we also find various references about different diseases
and in some places even  the mode of treatment of the concerned diseases .
Though the subject matter of the puraaňas as depicted in their definitions does not
directly include the study of A

–
yurveda , yet puraanǎs being the store house of

every type of knowledge, tell about in many context, different issues regarding

u
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ň

various ailments of the people, the ways of treatment and sometimes even the
causes of such diseases.  The Gaďurapuraa ňa while discussing the context of
creation of various things of the world, has also referred to the creation of herbs
etc. from Brahmaa, the supreme creator of the universe. The Matsyapuraa nǎ

incorporates innumerable references of the subject matter related to A
–
yurveda.

The Carakasa

&m

hitaa  and the Suszrutasa

&m

hitaa  are also treated as the two
important sources of the early medicinal practices  prevailed in ancient India. The
reference of A

–
yurveda is also found in the Fifth ucchvaa sa of the Haršacarita of

B

a

ňa in connection with the description of the ailing father of Harša. From the
historical point of view, the existence of  A

–
yurveda can be traced in the pre-

Aryan period and some scholars are of opinion that the pre-Aryan and Indo-
Aryan ideas on A

–
yurveda are projected in a systematic manner in the works and

treatises of later period. The existence of medical practices  and some ideas on
hygiene are traced in the excavations found at Mohenjodaro and Harappa. Again

after noticing some similarities between the subject matter of the Suszrutasa

&m

hitaa

and the rules of Hippocrates, some occidental scholars try to establish the fact
that Indian medicinal science got their way of existence with the help of the ideas
of the Greeks. This view cannot be supported as Pythagoras who is regarded as
the father of medicine in  ancient Greek world is thought to be influenced by
various ideas and ideals of Buddhist philosophy. It is also true that the whole
world could get the kernel of ancient Indian medicine through the Arabic, Persian

and Latin translation of the Carakasa

&m

hitaa  and the Suszrutasa

&m

hit

a

 done in
much later period. So if we go for searching the root and origination of medicinal
practices of India, we will have to start from the pre-vedic era and come to the
vedic works and then proceed through different treatises composed in various
period and in doing so one can  also mark  the stages of development along with
variations of ideas of this  branch of knowledge. Some scholars are in support to
divide the history of A

–
yurveda in India into four different stages viz. (i) the period

of origin or devakaa la, (ii) the period of compilation or sa

&m

hitaa kaa la, (iii) the

period of epitomes or sa

&m

grahakaa la and (iv) the period of decline which can

be termed as dhva

&m

sakaa la. The first period includes the germinated ideas of  A
–

yurveda which are supported by the reference of the works like Brahmasa

&m

hitaa ,

Praj

a

patisa

&m

hitaa , Aszvisa

&m

hitaa  and Balabhitsa

&m

hitaa  which unfortunately
remain with us only by names. The second period includes the compilations of
the works of the ancient teachers and scholars of A

–
yurveda in the form of treatises

like Agniveszatantra of Agnivesza, Carakasa

&m

hitaa , Suszrutasa

&m

hitaa ,

Bhelasa

&m

hitaa , Haaritasa

&m

hitaa , Paraaszarasa

&m

hitaa  etc. The third period or

the period of epitomes is fixed on the basis of the sam
.
grahas which are the epitomes

or the summaries  of the earlier texts, e.g. Asťaa

&n

gasa

&m

graha of Vaagbhata I,
Ašťaa

&n

gahřdaya of  VaagbhataII, Godanigraha of Sodhala, Siddhiyoga of Vřnda,

Šaar

&n

gadharasa

&m

hitaa  of S«aar

&n

gadhara, Cikitsaasaarasa

&m

graha of Van
.
gasena

and Yogaratnaakara and Bȟaavaprakaasza of Bhavamiszra. Some of the partial works
of this kind are Rugviniszcaya or Maadhavanid

a

na of Maadhavakara, Arkaprakaasza

of Raavaňa, Cikitsaasaarasa

&m

graha of Cakrapaaňidatta etc. The fourth period i.e.
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the period of decline of A
–
yurveda came up with the post sa

&m

graha period and it
was accelerated by various reasons both social and political. It is to be noted here
that this division of the period of various stages of A

–
yurveda in India is a related one

and there cannot be any strong mark of demarcation to map the boundaries of the
periods rigidly. It is also true however, that there are various stray ingredients relating
to the medicinal practices of ancient India in different field which, if judged properly,
can also provide substantial matter in the field  of  A

–
yurveda . But it is also true that

ancient medical ideas of India were in many places seen to be mixed up with and
sometimes messed up with many supernatural beliefs and practices. So it is the
duty of a researcher in this field to collect the actual facts of the medicinal ideas of
ancient India after sieving the superfluous elements and judge those with proper
introspection. Otherwise the wrong notion of mixing the concepts of A

–
yurveda

with those of magic and supernatural activities will still continue to exist and this will
lead to many misunderstanding and misconception in this field. Besides, this branch
of knowledge in India has also suffered a lot in the hands of untrained physicians
who are not different from the so called quacks and who, taking the advantages of
the illiteracy of the native people, are exploiting them in highest order. Nevertheless,
it is not improper to say that the knowledge of  A

–
yurveda which has its beginning in

the pre Aryan or Indo- Aryan period, got a momentum in ancient India during the
time of the Vedas and it was expanded to different parts of the world during different
period of history, where sometimes this field of knowledge was improvised and
upgraded with the implementation of various native ideas and facts through
experiments and maturity.

Step to Consider

1. Ř̌̌̌̌gveda: In the Řgveda the twin god As«vinau are often referred to as the
physicians. cf. bhišajau ( 1.116.16)  . The Řgveda refers to the physicians of the
Atharvan, tasmaadakšinaa satyavicakša aadhattama dasrabhišaj

a

tharvv

a

n

(1.116, 16).The Řgveda also supports the view that at that time the physicians had
to call out the patients for rendering treatment towards them,  rutam bhišak (9.112)

2.  Atharvaveda: In the Atharvaveda  treatment of diseases through
hydrotherapy is stated clearly many a time. cf. 

a

pa id va u bhesǎji
–
r

a

po

amivacatani
–
ȟ/ aa po vis«vasya bhesǎji

–
staste krňv̌antu bhesǎjam // ( 6th

k

a

ňdǎ, 10th anuv

a

ka, 5th s

u

kta, 3rd verse). This Veda also furnishes the
reference of the diseases like tuberculosis. cf. yaksm̌o yo asminn

a

visť̌astamu

devaa  avi
–
varan  ( 6.9.2.1).

3. S «« «« «atapathabraahmanǎ: The reference to the twin gods As «vinau as the
physicians of deities is found in this brahmanic work. cf. as«vinau vai dev

a

n

a

m

bhišajau ( 12.7.2.3) This Br

a

hmanǎ puts forward the reference of the study of
anatomy also. Here we find the reference of thirteen ribs on both the side of the
body which are called pars«u. cf. trayodas «

a

ny

a

h ̌parsavastrayodas

a

ny

a

hˇ

p

a

rsve trinave tasm

a

t p

a

rsve trinavahˇ ( 12. 2.4.13)
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4. Brahmavaivartapuraa ňa: This  work exhibits  references about the divine
origin of A

–
yurveda. cf. r ˇgyajuhsaa maa tharvaa khyan dr ˇs ˇtvaa

vedaanprajaapatiȟ / vicintya tešaamartham caivaayurvedam cakaa ra saȟ /
/ (Brahmakaanď̌a. ch 16. v. no. 9). The reference of calling A

–
yurveda as the

Fifth Veda runs as krťvaa  tu pan
~
camam

.
 vedam

.
 bhaa skaraa ya dadau vibhuh/̌

... etc.( Brahmakaanďǎ. ch 16. v no. 10). This field of study was treated as
a science in this work and  the reference of a good number of physicians
earning fame is also found here.  This Puraanǎ shows us a long list in this
regard along with its exposition on the definition of a physician called  vaidya.
In this context this work establishes a very powerful statement that physicians
are in no way to enhance the span of one’s life  na vaidyah ̌prabhuraa yusǎhˇ

(Brahmakaanď̌a. ch 16. v no. 25). This work also incorporates the existence
of various human diseases like paa ňďu ( i.e. Jaundice), kusť̌ha ( i.e. Leprocy)
etc. and states clearly that high fever was the cause of all types of diseases,
cf. janakaȟ sarvarogaa ňaam durvaa ro daaruňah jvaraȟ (Brahmak

a

ňďa. ch
16, v no. 27). One of the interesting statements regarding healthy life reflected
in this great work is that here we also find the ways to stay away from old
age . cf. nityam

.
 bhu

~n

kte sam
.
yami

–
 yo jaraa  tam

.
 nopagacchati

(Brahmakaa ňdǎ, ch. 16, v no. 45)

5. Matsyapuraa ňa: This famous Puraa ňa gives us different ideas regarding
various diseases and  the treatment of those ailments. A detailed discussion
on the  osǎdhi or medicinal plants is incorporated  in the verse no. 23  up to
the end of  the chapter 217th  of this book. Treatment of wounds is also
found in the introductory verses of the 219th chapter of this Pur

a
nˇa. Cf.

nara

&m

 s«astrahatam
.
 praapto na tasya maraňam

.
 bhavet/ kalmaa šavenunaa

tatra janayettu vibhaa vasum // ( v no. 4 ). The treatment of burn injury is
stated in this work in connection with the description of the duties of a king.
Cf. saamudrasaindhavayavaa  vidyuddagdhaa  ca mrťtikaa  / tayaanuliptam

.

yadves«ma naagninaaa  dahyate nřpah ̌( ch. 219, v no. 7) . The treatment of
ailments like gout or arthritis has also been incorporated in this purana . Cf.
digdham

.
 nirvisǎtaameti gaa tram

.
 sarvavisˇaa rditam / (ch. 217, v no. 21).

6. Garuďapur

a

ňa:  In this work the 164th chapter exhibits a detail discussion
on the   issues which are directly connected with A

–
yurveda. Here we find the

utterance of almost all types of diseases detected in ancient India. Again in this
work sage A

–
treya is referred to as an earlier prophet in this field. cf.

sarvaroganid

a

na

~n

ca vakšye sus«ruta tattvataȟ / aa treyaa dyairmunivarairyathaa

p

u

rvamudir

i

tam //  ( 164.1 ). In the same chapter of the work, the divine origin
of herbs and medicine  is also incorporated.

7. Bhais ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇajyaratnaa vali
–
:  This book clearly states about the divine origin of

A
–
yurveda. cf. brahmaa  smřtvaa ’yušo vedamprajaapati

–
majigrahat / so’s«vinau

tau sahasraakšam so’triputraadikaan muni
–
n / te’gnives«aadikan

.
ste tu přthak

tantraa ňi tenire// A
–
yurvedaa vataa raprakaraňam. verse no.8.
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SAQ

Write a note on the references of the materials of Āyurveda available in various
pur

a

nǎs. ( 100 words)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Bring out some vedic references on ancient Indian medicine. (30 words)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

1.5  Scope of  A
–
yurveda

The term  A
–
yurveda has a very wide scope in the context of Indian medicinal

field. In Indian tradition it is also referred as Vaidyas«aa stra i.e. the scripture of the
physicians. It is often recorded as an upaa n

.
ga or subsidiary part of the

Atharvaveda as this Veda, as stated earlier in the present unit, furnishes ample
examples and sufficient references of the existence of the study of treatment of
diseases and medicine used for it in the early period of Indian history. Sus«ruta,
the famous surgeon of ancient India has termed A

–
yurveda  as an subsidiary branch

of the Atharvaveda in the 1st  chapter of the Su–tras«thaa na part of his Sa

&m

hitaa .
Pata

~n

jali, the great ancient scholar of India mentions the existence of Vaidyaka

i.e .the medical practitioner along with the reference of A

&n

gas and Iitihaa sa ,
Puraa ňa and Vaakovaakya. This also stands as a strong proof of antiquity of Indian
medical study and its practices. Etymologically this term consists of two words
viz. aa yuȟ and veda. The meaning of the term  aa yuȟ is the span of life whereas
the word veda is used to signify knowledge. Thus the composite meaning of the
term A

–
yurveda is the knowledge that enhances the span of life. It is important to

note that though the primary meaning of the term A
–
yurveda is the knowledge that

is used for prolonging the span of life, but it encompasses the knowledge of the
whole field of medical issues prevailed and practised in  India in ancient period.
The term aayuȟ  is very much significant in the context of Indian medicinal field.
Various scholars at different point of time have notified their divergent views on
the concept of the term  aayuȟ along with its scope and it is common in almost all
the opinions that this particular term bears a philosophical ideology which
sometimes transcends the material life and appears to be attached with spiritual
mission. Thus the holistic approach to describe the term aa yuȟ  in ancient Indian
works also leads to put emphasis on the spiritual side of the treatment of various
ailments by correlating the importance of mental health in this regard. Let us now
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discuss the definition of the term A
–
yurveda as it is found in the  works like the

Bhaisǎjyaratnaa val

i

. Here Govindad

a

sa defines the term A
–
yurveda as the

scripture where the things both beneficial and injurious to aayuȟ or conditions of
respective directions are mentioned and the causes and treatments of diseases
are narrated is called A

–
yurveda. Again pointing out the etymology of the term

A
–
yurveda Govindadaasa says that as with the help of the knowledge of  A

–
yurveda

man achieves length of life span and attains perfection in this field, so it is termed
as A

–
yurveda by the sages. It is worth mentioning here  that  the term A

–
yurveda

was used for referring to treatment of diseases in general as a result of which we
also find the terms vrǩsǎa yurveda  which refers to the ways of treatment of
diseases of trees and plants, hastyaa yurveda  that refers to the treatment of
ailments of elephants etc. In the Carakasam

&m

hit

a

 the term A
–
yurveda is defined

in a very systematic way. The definition of A
–
yurveda furnished in this work runs

as hitaa hitam
.
 sukham

.
 duhǩhamaa yustasya hitaa hitam / maa nan ca tacca

yatroktamaa yurvedah ̌sa ucyate //(1.41)  It is notified in this definition of
A
–
yurveda that aa yuh ̌or the span of life can be hita i.e. beneficial, ahita i.e.

injurious, sukha i.e. happiness and duhkhǎ i.e. suffering and the branch of
knowledge that deals with the ways and means effective or otherwise  to aa yuȟ

and which establishes the proofs of lengthening the span of life is known as
A
–
yurveda. It is also stated in this work that aayuȟ or the span of life is the connection

that stays among the body, sense organs, mind and soul and A
–
yurveda is  beneficial

for men not only  in this world, it is necessary for the benefit in the other world
too. The aayuȟ is also referred to in the Carakasa

&m
hitaa  as the cycle of perpetual

change( nityaga) and progress (anubandha). But whatever be the supernatural
concept revolving round the idea of the term A

–
yurveda, it is the age old traditional

way of treating  human diseases in India. It covers a wide range of area by taking
into its jurisdiction both the physical and mental ailments and the process of
curing those with proper ways and means. It is very important to note here that
though the definition of A

–
yurveda varies in different earlier works of ancient Indian

medicinal science as we have already noticed in the cases of the

Bhaišajyaratnaa val

i

 and the Carakasa

&m

hitaa , but the basic concept of this
branch of knowledge is always related to the ways and means of detecting human
ailments and to fix the norms to be followed and medicines to be taken to get rid
of  problems of health both physical and mental. The Carakasa

&m

hit

a

, for this

reason has formulated three basic pillars of  A
–
yurveda as hetu (causes), li

&n

ga

(symptoms) and dravya (medicine). These three are called tris

a

tra of  A
–
yurveda.

It is said in the work  heturli

&n

gausˇadhaj

~n

aa nam svasthaa turapar

a

yanǎm /

trisaa tram
.
 s «aa svatam

.
 puny̌am

.
 bubudhe yam pitaamahahˇ // ( 1.24) This is

important to note that there were mainly eight topics with which A
–
yurveda initially

dealt. Those topics or the subjects of discussion in the  A
–
yurveda were (a) s«alya

or  major surgery,(b) s«aa laakya or minor surgery,  (c) kaayacikitsaa  or healing of

disease, (d) bh

u

tavidy

a

 or demonology,(e)  kaumaa rabhrťya or  children’s

diseases,(f) agadatantra or  toxicology, (g) rasaa yan ˇa or elixirs and

(h)  vaji
–
karanǎtantra or aphrodisiacs. These topics or the subject matter of
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A
–
yurveda show that the scope of this field of study was not only vast in area, it

also tried to cover up almost all the branches related to human ailments and the

ways of their treatment. Moreover, these classification also establishes the fact of

compartmentalization of various subjects related to Indian medicine. The earlier

doctors even did various types of surgeries with minimum facilities available and

in doing this they had to take the help of indigenous substances found in a natural

way. So it is obvious that the concept of naturopathy was developed vis a vis the

primitive ways and means used in the  A
–
yurveda for curing various diseases. The

scope of  A
–
yurveda can be grouped under the following heads: (a) cosmological

and ontological speculations about the intrinsic relationship between matter and

life, (b) biological theories related to embryo, body, life, soul, and rules of genetics,

(c) theories related to physiology and pathology, (d) food, (e) rules for good

health and longevity, (f) diseases, their causes and treatment, (g)poisons and

antidotes and (h) ethics. It is important to note here that there was a strong

philosophical base behind the concept of treatment of diseases referred to in

A
–
yurveda of ancient India. This was mainly related to the physical and metaphysical

ideas about matter and life. The concept of cosmogony in the Sus«rutasam
.
hita

was based on the Saam
.
khya theory related to Purusˇa and Prakrˇti. Another

important point to be noted here is that in the discussions related to the subjects

of Ayurveda, three types of argumentations were accepted. Those are (a ) va da

which denotes any type of academic discussion for arriving at a  justified conclusion,

(b) jalpa which refers to a dispute in which a person who is wrong tries to put

forward the defense by unfair means and (c) vitaňďaa which relates a dispute in

which one tries to find fault in opponent’s view but cannot offer any alternative

solution. Thus the term   A
–
yurveda which denotes the ancient Indian science for

treatment of diseases is considered as a complete field or branch of knowledge

that includes almost all the issues of medical science and as a result of its wide

nature this field of study is still working with full force in and around our country.

There are many places in India where in modern days also people are completely

dependent on A
–
yurveda for the treatment of their ailments and diseases and they

still can boast of their good health and strong mental power. This branch of

knowledge has attained sufficient importance in foreign countries also. People in

many places are constructing ayurvedic villages for providing the treatment of

ailments by following indigenous ways and natural means. The importance of

A
–
yurveda is also felt as it uses indigenous medicine which are mainly extracted

from various medicinal plants and shrubs as well as follows the means of

naturopathy.
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SAQ

What is the meaning of the term 

a

yuhˇ according to the ancient Indian
scriptures? (40 words)
..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Why 

A

yurveda was given the status of the Fifth Veda? ( 50 words)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

What are the main points of discussion in 

A

yurveda ? (70 words)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Check Your Progress

1. Name some earlier Indian scriptures where the reference of doctors or
medicine is found.

2. What is the etymological meaning of the term A
–
yurveda?

3. Relate the wider meaning of the term 

a

yuȟ.

4. Give the names of some ancient sages who are considered to be the pioneer
in the field of Indian medicine.

5. Which God is connected with the beginning of the practice of Indian
medicine?

6. Which school of philosophy was followed by the ancient scholars of

A
–
yurveda in the context of creation ?

1.5 Different Works on Ancient Indian Medicine

India can be proud of its medicinal works from ancient time. The treatises based
on this subject can be classified on the basis of their antiquity because many of
those are recorded only in later works and some are found with distorted and
incomplete form. Some works of Indian medicine are again found with changes
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rendered by later scholars of this field. It has already been stated that the earliest
part of Indian medicine started with the works like Brahmasa

&m

hita–,
Praja–patisa

&m

hita–, As«visa

&m

hita– and Balabhitsa

&m

hita– which are unfortunately
lost and they are surviving only by the reference of their names in other works.
Next come the compilation works the most of which also go with the name
sa

&m

hita– and this includes the works like  Carakasa

&m

hita–, Sus«rutasa

&m

hita–,

Ha–r

i

tasa

&m

hita–, Agnives«atantra, Paras«arasa

&m

hita– and Bhelasa

&m

hita–.  These

works are regarded as the ancient books of  A
–
yurveda as the earlier works are

not available at present time. There are some works on  A
–
yurveda which are

regarded as the books of later period by scholars of the concerned field

e.g.As ˇtˇa

&n

gasa

&m

graha of Va–gbhatˇa I, As ˇtˇa

&n

gahr ˇdaya of Va–gbhatˇa II,
Rugvinis«caya of Ma–dhavakara, Siddhiyoga of Vřňda, Yogasa–ra and Yogas«ataka

of Na–ga– rjuna, Cikitsa–kalika– of Tisata, Bha–vaprka–s «a of   Bha–vamis «ra,

Cikitsa–sa–rasa

&m

graha of Cakrapa–ňidatta etc. The work Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

which is based on the subject matter incorporated in earlier sam
.
hita– s is regarded

as a book of A
–
yurveda of much later period. This book is included in the curriculum

of various courses of A
–
yurveda in different universities. Besides theseA

–
yurvedic

treatises,we also come across two other types of works which are also connected
to the ancient Indian medical science. These are the Rasagranthas and the
Nighantus.  Apart from the original works on A

–
yurveda the commentaries and

exposition on various original works also attract attention in this regard. Though
these supplementary works are based on the message and theories established
in the  original works, sometimes  many independent ideas and observations are
seen to be reflected in these works. Some of the renowned works on A

–
yurveda

are discussed below.

1.5.1  Ancient works on A
–
yurveda :

(a) Carakasa

&m

hit

a

The most famous and authentic work on early Indian medical science is said to
be the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

. Caraka who is considered as the most renowned
specialist on ancient Indian medicine is said to be the author of this famous  work
. As the name of Caraka is found with  the  king Kaniška as his family physician,
his probable time is fixed to be the 1st century A.D. It is very much important to
note here that the subject matter of the book is conceived from the tantra or

sa

&m

hita– composed by the great sage Agnive

′s

a and  later Caraka, in his Sa

&m

hit

a

has enlarged and refined it with the help of his own observation and exposition in
various direction. Caraka, himself has declared in the introductory part of this

work that  tantrasya karta– prathammagnive

′s

o yato’bhavat ( s

u

trasth

a

na

1.32 ). As story goes, Agnive

′s

a was a resourceful disciple of Punarvasu  A
–
treya

and he is the first one to establish the advices received from his preceptor in a
tantra form and Caraka afterwards puts forwards his own explanations and
opinions which were based on his own observations and experiences. So now
what we receive under the heading of the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

 is primarily  an
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amalgamation of ideas on ancient Indian medicine established by various sages
and scholarly persons and which is extended and improvised in a specific form
by Caraka the great man in this field. Moreover, this work also bears extensive
contribution of Dřďhabala another scholarly name found in this direction. Some
chapters of the present Carakasa

&m

hit

a

 are ascribed to Drď̌habala. One must
know that the name Caraka  enrolls with ambiguity as confusion arises on the
issue whether it is a proper name of a person or it is just an epithet (from the root
car to roam or to wander) originated from the wandering nature of the person
connected to the process of writing the work Carakasa

&m

hit

a

. Whatever may
be the etymological meaning or the derivation of the term Caraka, the work
Carakasa

&m

hit

a

 always shines with its own magnanimity and valuable contribution
not only in the field of  early Indian medicine but also in the arena of medical
study  which still continues world wide. The subject matter of this important
treatise is divided into eight sthanas viz. s

u

trasth

a

na or s «lokasth

a

na,

nid

a

nasth

a

na, vim

a

nasth

a

na, s«ar

i

rasthana,indriyasth

a

na, cikits

a

sth

a

na,

kalpasth

a

na and siddhisth

a

na. Among these  the first sth

a

na has thirty chapters,
the second one bears eight chapters, vim

a

nasth

a

na has eight chapters,
szari

–
rasth

a

na has eight chapters, indriyasth

a

na contains twelve chapters,
cikitsasth

a

na consists of thirty chapters, kalpasth

a

na has twelve chapters and
the last sth

a

na i.e the siddhisth

a

na contains twelve chapters. Thus the
Carakasa

&m

hit

a

 as available in the present form has 120 chapters altogather.
Many commentaries have been composed on this work of which some are well
acclaimed in the society. The importance of the Carakasaa

&m
hit

a
 can be assessed

from the fact that this work was translated into Persian and  Arabic many years
ago.

( b) Sus «« «« «rutasa

&m

hit

a

Another monumental work on ancient Indian medicine is the Sus«rutasa

&m

hit

a

.
It is ascribed to Sus«ruta the famous physician of ancient India. But the matter of
regret in connection with this work is that like the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

, this work
also is not available in its original form. The opinion of different scholars show
that the Sus«rutasa

&m

hit

a

 available at present is nothing but the amalgamation of
issues related to  A

–
yurveda established at different time by various scholars of

this field. The name of Sus«ruta is attached along with those of  A
–
treya and H

a

r

i

ta
in the Bower Manuscript establishing his connection in the field of early Indian
medicine. From the documents available so far the probable  time of Sus«ruta is
fixed to be 2nd to 3rd century A.D. It is very important to note that the present
form of the Sus«rutasa

&m

hit

a

 is not composed solely by Sus«ruta. History says
that it is .rather, expanded and refined by N

a

g

a

rjuna who was obviously a scholar
in this field. The chapter division of this work runs as (i) S

u

trasth

a

na, (ii)

Nid

a

nasth

a

na, (iii) S«ar

i

rasth

a

na, (iv) Cikits

a

sth

a

na, (v) Kalpasth

a

na and
the (vi) Uttaratantra which according to various scholars is an interpolation.
This work, as also the case in the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

 starts with the discussion on
the divine origin of  A

–
yurveda. King Divod

a

sa of Varanasi is named here as the
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teacher of Sus«ruta. In the S

u

trasth

a

na Sus«ruta deals with some general questions
and relates the name of the physician of gods i.e. Dhanvantari. The second chapter

deals with various issues of pathology. The S«ar

i

rasth

a

na is on anatomy and
embryology while the fourth chapter deals with the ways and means of treatment.
The Kalpasth

a

na is on toxicology and the last chapter can be treated as a
supplement of the whole work. In this part various ophthalmic diseases are dealt
with and many topics which are not discussed in earlier parts are treated here
with great care. This work obviously points out the fact that Sus«ruta was a great
surgeon of extraordinary talent and he deals in detail with surgery. One important
point to be noted here is that Sus«ruta   has put great importance to the qualities
both of the body and the mind to be achieved by the student who is initiated for
becoming the future physician. Moreover, Sus«ruta has shown in his book a
developed idea on human   anatomy for which he was regarded as an authority in
this field. It can undoubtedly be asserted that the Sus«rutasa

&m

hit

a

 first furnishes
a systematic way of arranging various experiences of the earlier surgeons and it
has collected in a methodical way the so forth scattered facts of early Indian
medical science. Sus«ruta can be claimed as the surgeon par excellence. There is
an anonymous saying in this context establishing the relative mastery of Caraka
and Sus«ruta. s«arire sus«rutah s«resť̌haȟ carakastu cikitsite  which means Sus«ruta
was the best in the field of anatomy where as Caraka the best in therapeutics.

(c) Bhelasa

&m

hit

a
This is comparatively a less known work in the field of  A

–
yurveda in comparison

either  to the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

or the Sus«rutasa

&m

hit

a

. From the point of view
of style of writing and language as well as subject matter, scholars are almost
unanimous to place it in a lower rank. There are mainly some verses and a very
little number of prose portion available in this work. The subject matter is almost
same with that of the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

.

1.5.2  Later Works on  A
–
yurveda

(a) As ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇtˇˇ ˇˇ ˇaa

&n

gasa

&m

graha and As ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇt ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇa–

&n

gahrdayasa

&m

hit

a

The two works Asť̌aa

&n

gasa

&m

graha or the Compilation of eight parts and the

Ašťaa

&n

gahřdayasa

&m

hit

a

 or Compendium of the essential of the eight parts are
ascribed to two Vagbhatas though sometimes it creates confusion as both these
scholars belonged to the same lineage. The junior Vaagbhaťa is supposed to be
the grandson of the elder one who was also known as Vrďdhavaagbhaťa. The
elder Vaagbhaťa was the son of Sinhagupta. As it is clear from the title of the two
books, the later Vaagbhaťa has taken substantial portion of the subject matter
from the work of the earlier one. The contents of the two works are based on the
eight fold division of the subject matter of ancient Indian medicine viz. major
surgery (s«alya), minor surgery (s«

a

l

a

kya), healing of diseases (k

a

yacikits

a

),
demonology (bh

u

tavidy

a

), Infant diseases (kaum

a

rabhrtya), toxicology
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(agadatantra), elixirs (ras

a

yana) and aphrodisiacs (v

a

jikarana) .These works
are very useful and the study on these works still reveals many a subtle ideas on
early Indian medicine. As the references of Caraka and Sus«ruta are found in
these two works in a bulk, these two works are certainly later than those two
sam

.
hitaas. There is a popular saying that if one completes the content of the

Asť̌

a

ngasa

&m

graha the study on other two sam
.
hitaas composed by Caraka and

Suszruta  is meaningless. Again the study of this work is  necessary for understanding
the meaning of the contents of the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

 and Sus «rutasa

&m

hit

a

 viz.

as ˇt ˇ

a&n

gasa

&m

grahe j

~n

ate  vr ˇth

a

 pr

a

ktantrayoh ˇ s «ramah ˇ /
asťˇ

a&n

gasa

&m

grahe’j

~n

ate vrťh

a

 pr

a

ktantrayohˇ  s«ramah ̌//

(b) Other Works

 Apart from the asťˇ

a&n

gasa

&m

graha and the Aštˇ

a&n

gahrˇdayasa

&m

graha, there
are some later works on Indian Medicine some of which are mentioned earlier.
M

a

dhavakara’s  (son of Indukara) Rugvinis«caya  deals mainly  with  pathology,
Vrňdadeva’s Siddhiyoga or Vrˇndam

a

dhava, a book written in ninth century
A.D. deals mainly with the treatment of  diseases with the help of prescriptive
measures, Cakrap

a

n ˇidatta’s Cikits

a

s

a

rasa

&m

graha deals mainly with

therapeutics. Va

&n

gasena’s Cikits

a

s

a

rasa

&m

graha, N

a

g

a

rjuna’s Yogas

a

ra and

Yogas«ataka, Govindad

a

sa’s Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 etc. have also their own status
and importance in the field of early Indian medicine.

SAQ

Write short notes on Carakasa

&m

hit

a

, Sus «rutasa

&m

hit

a

 and

Asťˇ

a&n

gasa

&m

graha  (100 words each)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Assess the    place of the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

   and  that   of    the Sus«rutasa

&m

hit

a

in  the world of Indian medicine.(80wordseach)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................
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Check Your Progress

7. Who are the writers connected with the present Carakasa

&m

hit

a

?

8. Which names are assigned as the composer of the present
Sus «rutasa

&m

hit

a

?

9. According to the tradition which king of ancient India is attached to
Caraka?

10. What are the chapters in which the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

 is divided?

11. What is the eight fold divisions of the contents of  A
–
yurveda?

12. Who is the writer of the work Asťˇ

a&n

gasa

&m

graha?

13. What is the name of the work of  Cakrapaaňidatta’s work?

14. Who is the writer of the Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

?

1.6 Summing Up

The unit above on Ancient Indian Medicine gives you an account of  the topic in an
elaborate manner. This topic is meant to help you in understanding the early stages
of Indian medicine. You have come to know about the idea of divine origin of
A
–
yurveda and the names of the sages connected with the process of development

of this branch of knowledge. This unit also makes you aware of the contribution of
the ancient scholars of  A

–
yurveda like Caraka, Sus«ruta, V

a

gbhaťa and others. At
the end of the reading of this unit you will surely acknowledge that the origin of
A
–
yurveda or Indian medicine was not a spurious development but it has its own

history and a sequence and it started, though in a crude form in the remote era of
the pre Aryan period and took a negotiable form during the Vedas when most of
the part of the world was encircled with the gulf of ignorance and illiteracy. This is
a unit that again furnishes the basic matters with which  A

–
yurveda dealt. But as you

will have to go through the prescribed portion of the book  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

which will be discussed through  the next two units, any excerpts from any of the
text of  A

–
yurveda has not been incorporated here. It is expected that the basic idea

of the concept of 

a

yuȟ as well as that of  A
–
yurveda written in the present unit will

surely help you understand the topics of the next two units.

1.7 Glossary

1.

a

yuȟ: The span of life

2.veda: Knowledge, the four holy works of Hinduism viz. Řgveda, Saamaveda,
Yajurveda and Atharvaveda.

3.sa

&m

hit

a

: A collection
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4.pur

a

ňa : A particular form of Sanskrit composition where creation of the world
etc.are furnished along with many mythical stories and narration.

5.bhisǎk: Physician

6.bhesaja: Medicinal

7.yaksm̌

a

: Tuberculosis

8.pars«u: Rib

9.vaidya: Physician

10.vaidyaka: Physician

11.bhaišajya: Related to medicine.

12. Cosmogony: The Science concerned with the origin of the universe.

1.8 Probable Questions

(a) Explain the meaning of the term 

a

yuȟ in the context of ancient Indian
medicine (100   words).

(b)  Write a note on the scope of  A
–
yurveda.  (250 words)

(c)  Discuss in your own words the topics with which  ancient Indian medicine
dealt. (150 words )

(d)  State about the puraanǎs where the subject matter related to  A
–
yurveda is

explained (150 words )

(e) Write a note on the important works of ancient Indian medicine (200 words)

1.9 Suggested Readings

1. Rǧveda etd. by Paritosh Thakur

2 Atharvaveda etd. by  Sri Bijanbihari Goswami

3. Carakas

&m

hit

a

 with the Introduction of Sri Satyanarayana Sastri

4 Su

′s

rutasa

&m

hit

a

 etd. by Kunja Lal Bhisagratna

5. History of Sanskrit Literature written by Macdonell

6 History of Classical Sanskrit Literature written by Gaurinath Sastri

7. History of Sanskrit Literature written by A.B.Keith

8. Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 etd. By Sri Rajesvaradattasastri Ayurvedasastracarya

9. The Cultural Heritage of India (vol. VI) etd. By Priyadaranjan Ray & S.N.
Sen

–––xxx–––
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Unit-5

Bhais ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇajyaratnaval

i

: A  General Idea

Contents :

2.1 Objectives

2.2 Background

2.3 Title of the book

2.3.1 Construction

2.3.2 Significance

2.4 The Author

2.5 Contents

2.6 Importance

2.7 Summing up

2.8 Glossary

2.9 Probable Questions

2.10 Suggested Reading

2.1 Objectives

 The purpose of this unit is to help you to

• trace the meaning of the title of the book

• know about the author of the book

• get an idea of the contents of the work

• evaluate the importance of the book

2.2 Background

It is already clear to you from the earlier unit that  ancient Indian medical science

has a continuous history and background and many works related to this subject

were composed at different time. You are also aware of the fact that the idea  of

A
–
yurveda  can be traced in the literary works of vedic period and many Puraaňas

contain detailed discussion on various issues of ancient Indian medicine. Moreover,

the concept of treatment and hygiene can be traced in the pre-Aryan period. The

present unit will discuss specifically the famous work  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
–

which is considered to be an authoritative work on  A
–
yurveda .This book has

covered  the important issues of  A
–
yurveda and being a work of much later

period, this book contains many developed ideas and information. So it is very

much necessary to get an overall idea on this work. The present unit will also
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furnish an exposition on the title of the work. Besides, this unit will present out a

brief discussion on the contents of the book and it will also establish the importance

of the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
 in the world of ancient Indian medicine.

2.3 Title of the Book

It is common in almost all  ancient works of  Sanskrit  that the title in every case

remains highly suggestive and it bears a very close connection with the composer’s

view that he wants to establish in the concerned work. In case of the title

Bhaisˇajyaratn

a

vali
–
, the same norm is applicable and the construction of the

word will also signify the gravity of the subject matter. Here, the construction of

the word as well as the significance of the term are discussed   which will help

you  to understand the greatness of the subject matter of the book.

2.3.1 Construction

The title  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 evokes a considerably deep meaning and it bears

grave significance in connection with the subject matter of the text. The term

Bhaisˇajyaratn

a

val

i

 is an amalgamation of two words i.e. bhaisǎjya and

ratn

a

val

i

. The word bhaisˇajya has been originated from bhisǎj or bhisǎja.

The root bhisǎj is used to mean treatment. In the commentary of S

a

yaň

a

c

a

rya

on the line sa haiten
a

pi bhisˇajyeta (S«atapathabr
a

hmanˇa  5.2.4.10) it is

mentioned clearly “bhisˇaj cikits
a

y
a

m”. So the term bhaisǎjya relates the

meaning of healing efficacy which has been given substantial importance in India

from time immemorial. In the Kaus/ikas

u

tra also the reference of the term

bhaišajya is found in the sense of peace related activity which is said to be used

to get rid of  the attack from diseases. The second term of the title

Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 is ratn

a

val

i

 which means a garland studded with jewels.

The term ratna though primarily means jewel of any kind but it signifies excellence

in the group, the meaning supported by the popular saying  j

a

tau j

a

tau

yadutkršˇť̌am tadratnamiti kathyate. Thus the meaning of the composite term

Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 comes out to be a collection of excellent remedial measures

used for removing physical and mental ailments.

2.3.2 Significance

 As in the case of other works of Sanskrit, the etymological meaning of the title

Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 has a deep connection as well as symmetry with the contents

of the work. In this work the author Govindad

a

sa has amalgamated a detailed

discussion on various ailments and has shown the remedial measures to be taken

during the time of affliction. The writer here tries to gather the causes and symptoms

of almost all types of physical and mental ailments prevalent at the contemporary

period and the most important feature of this work is that the writer has asserted a

detailed procedure of the treatment of all those diseases in an exhaustive manner.

r
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Moreover, almost in every chapter the author has enclosed the list of things to be

taken and to be avoided by the patient.  So from the view point of a person of the

modern age, the writer has engraved here the jewels in the form of early medicine

some of which are still in practice. Here lies the significance of the title of the book.

The book with exclusive enumeration of the remedial measures for getting relief

from the attacks of different types of diseases prevalent in  human society can

obviously bear a synchronisation  with  the title  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

. Thus the

book really appears to be a work of bejeweled garland in the form of medicine and

treatment measures. So it can be said that the title  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

 remains

as a   symbol of great suggestion and it is very much compatible to throw light on

the importance of the work concerned. Moreover, this title can assert the importance

of  the work of Govindad

a

sa in the arena of Indian aboriginal medicine. So the

title can be called  a  suitable  and an apt one in consideration with the present

context.

SAQ

Write down the construction of the title of the work  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

.

(sixty words)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Relate the significance of the title  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 ( fifty words)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

2.4 The Author

 You have come to know that the  author of the book  Bhaisˇajyaratn

a

val

i

 is

Bhi

•

s

agratna Govindad

a

sa. Following the Indian tradition, Govindsad

a

sa also

does not furnish any data in his work about his life and time. So there is hardly

any information that can offer any idea about the personal life of this great scholar.

It can be inferred that as Govindad

a

sa has written the valuable book

Bhais ˇajyaratn

a

vali
–
 which can be used as a materia medica of  Indian

therapeutics, he must have authoritative knowledge in ancient Indian medical

science. Moreover, as the work furnishes exposition on various issues of  A
–
yurveda

on the basis of the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

, the Suszrutasa

&m

hit

a

 and other earlier works,

it can easily be inferred that before composing this work of great importance,

Govindad

a

sa had gone through all the available works on  A
–
yurveda. The way

u
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ň

of treating the diseases, as it is available in the  Bhaisˇajyaratn

a

val

i

 simply

establishes the fact that Govindad

a

sa himself must be a great ayurvedic scholar.

From the very first verse of the book, where lord Gaňesza is worshipped, it can be

inferred that Govindad

a

sa was a devotee of Gaňesza. It is to be remembered here

that the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
 is later enlarged and edited by another scholar of

A
–
yurveda Bhišagratna Sri Brahmasz a

&n

karamiszra who, by doing this job,  has

also proved his commendable knowledge in the field of  A
–
yurveda.

2.5 Contents

The  Bhaišajyaratn

a

vali
–
 is a voluminous work with all the possible elements of

therapeutics. There are altogether 109 chapters called prakaraňas in this work.

Each chapter contains a particular subject matter and the subtitle of the chapter

is made on the basis of the main topic of discussion forwarded therein. The

introductory chapter starts with an eulogy of lord Gaňe

′s

a and then the writer

passes to narrate the story behind the advent of the ancient stalwarts of

A
–
yurveda like Indra, Dhanvantari, A

–
treya and the like. For your information and

an over all idea, the subject matter of the first twenty five  chapters of this work

is discussed here briefly one by one.

1. A
–
yurvedavat

a

raprakaraňam: In this chapter Govindad

a

sa states about the

advent of the ancient scholars of  A
–
yurveda in this world starting from Brahm

a
and he completes his narration with the name of  Vaagbhaťa.

2.S«odhanam
a

ranaprakaranˇam: In this chapter our author gives a detail

discussion on the ways of purification of various elements like metals, stones,

different seeds etc.

3. Mi

s /

ravargaprakaraňam: In this chapter Govindad

a

sa deals with the topics

like the types of ailments, the duties of a physician, advice for immediate treatment,

the characteristics of treatment, the required sequence of treatment etc.

4. Paribh

a

sˇ

a

prakaranǎm: In this chapter the author discusses the different

units of measurement as well as the technical terms like triphal

a

, trikatu,

caturusana, catur

a

mla ,pa

~n

calavanǎ, pa

~n

camu–la, pa

~n

cagavya, saďusana,

different types of mixture, the time fixed for extracting different medicinal plants

etc.

5. Jvaracikits

a

prakaran ˇam: This is the longest chapter of the

Bhaisˇajyaratn

a

val

i

 and the author here narrates elaborately the process of

treatment of various types of fever, the things which should be avoided during the

time of such fevers, the things the consumption of which are  prescribed during

fever, the symptoms of fever, different types of fever, different ways of preparing

various decoction (kv

a

tha) suitable for the treatment of particular diseases,

various ways of preparing electuary (avalehaka), process of making different

medicines for the treatment of different types of fever etc.
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6. Jvaraa tisaa racikitsaaprakaraňam: This chapter deals with the treatment of

disease  called jvaraa tisaa ra i.e. fever along with  dysentery and a detail account

of various types of decoction  prescribed for controlling this disease.

7. Atisaaracikitsaaprakaraňam: In this chapter Govindad

a

sa shows various types

of dysentery  like amoebic dysentery, bacillary dysentery etc., separate means of

treatment  and the things to be taken as well as to be avoided by the patient

during this  disease.

8.Grahan ˇi
–
rogacikits

a

prakaran ˇam : In this chapter the author of the

Bhaisajyaratnavali offers a detail discussion on the disease called diarrhea and

its treatment, the medicine  to be taken and diet to be followed during the attack

of this disease.

9. Arszarogacikits

a

prakaranǎm: This chapter states about the disease called

piles, its causes, treatment,  the prescription of  ointment for application and  the

things the use of which is prohibited  during this disease.

10. Agnim

a

ndy

a

dicikits

a

prakaraňam: This prakaraňa deals with the disease

called dyspepsia or slowness of digestion. Digestion is the root of healthiness

and so according to the  Bhaišajyaratn

a

vali
–
 one should always remain careful

about the digestion process of one’s body. This chapter of the book clearly

states the treatment for the diseases arising out of stomach problem and indigestion,

the things to be taken during this problem and also  the list of  things prohibited

for the patient  in this disease.

11.Křimirogacikits aprakaraňam: This chapter deals with the problems created

from worms. The author gives here the types of worms found in human body,the

way of treatment of such problem, the indigenous medicine to be taken and the

chart of prohibited  things.

12.P

a

nďǔrogacikits

a

prakaraňam: This chapter offers a detailed discussion

on Jaundice, its treatment, the things to be taken to control this disease and also

the chart of  things to be discarded by a human being  during this disease.

13. Raktapittacikits

a

prakaranǎm: This prakaranˇa speaks about the disease

known as bile blood i.e. disturbance of blood caused by bile. This disease causes

spontaneous hemorrhage from the mouth or nose. Bhisǎgratna Govindad

a

sa

has offered in this chapter the treatment process of this disease, the list of  things

to be taken and  to be avoided by the patient.

14.R

a

jayaksm̌

a

cikits

a

prakaraňam: This chapter speaks about the symptoms

and process of treatment of the disease called tuberculosis. The author specifically

notified here that at the very beginning of this disease, the treatment of fever etc.

is necessary  and then one should proceed towards the treatment of the main

disease. In this chapter we also find the chart of  things to be taken as well as to

be discarded by the patient.

15.K

a

sacikits

a

prakaraňam: In this chapter the author establishes the treatment

process of different types of cough and  the list of  things to be taken as well as to

be discarded in this disease.
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16.Hikkaszv

a

sacikits

a

prakaraňam: This prakaraňa deals with hiccup i.e. the

problem of stertorous breathing, its treatment and the list of things to be taken

and the list of things to be discarded during the ailment.

17.Svaravedacikits

a

: This chapter deals with the ailment of voice break. This

ailment may be due to cough, fat, wind and bile. This chapter like the other

prakaraňas speaks about the way of treating this disease, the things prescribed

for having and also the list of  things to be avoided.

18.Arocakacikits

a

prakaranǎm: This chapter deals with the common disease

called  loss of appetite. It clearly points out the four divisions of loss of appetite

as this may be caused by wind, bile, cough and mental disorder. In this chapter

we come across a detailed discussion on the divisions  of the said disease and the

course of action to be followed during the time of this disease. The writer also

puts forward the list of things to be taken as well as to be avoided at the end of

the chapter.

19. Chardirogacikits

a

prakaraňam: This chapter deals with the most common

disease i.e. cold which is also commonly called as running nose. This disease is

said to be aggravated  by  cough and bile. So to get a control over this disease

one must take care that the body remains free from the problem of cough and

bile. This chapter again  shows the course of action to be followed in the process

of medication and the list of things to be taken as well as avoided is also attached

at the end of the chapter.

20.Trˇsňˇ arogacikits aprakaranǎm: This prakaranǎ speaks about the disease

of morbid thirst. This disease may be due to wind, bile and also wound etc. For

every type of this disease there is a  separate way of treatment and the author

has furnished a detailed treatment plan in this chapter along with the list of things

to be taken and avoided during the disease.

21. Murcch

a

rogacikits

a

prakaraňam: This chapter deals with the treatment of

the disease called convulsion. This ailment makes one senseless every now and

then. Basically three types of convulsion are discussed in this  chapter which are

caused  either by  the problem of blood or because of the consumption of liquor or

it can be caused by the use of  poison. The author of the present work has dealt

with all these types of convulsion and he specifically mentions the treatment policy

of each category. Moreover the lists of things that must be taken and the things

which should be avoided during this ailment are also furnished in this chapter.

22. Mad

a

tyayacikits

a

prakaranǎm:  This chapter deals with the disorder

resulting from intoxication. The treatment for removing the hang over arising out

of the consumption of alcohol is discussed in a detailed way in this chapter. It is

noted here that the problem of intoxication may be due to wind, bile, cough and

because of the consumption of betel nut etc. and the treatment of each category

is incorporated in a specific manner. In each case it is seen that the use of the

substance which bears the opposite character removes the impact of intoxication.

Like other chapters, the writer has specifically mentioned the things to be taken

and avoided during this problem in the last part of the   present chapter.
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23.D

a

harogacikits

a

prakaranǎm: This chapter deals with the ailments coming

out of cauterizing or burning sensation. This disease facilitates internal heat and

fever and a systematic process is  to be followed to fight against this problem.

The treatment of this  ailment involves the use of things that generates coolness in

the body. In this chapter also the writer has shown the list of things which are

beneficial as well as the things which are injurious to the patients in this disease.

24. Unm

a

dacikits

a

prakaraňam: This chapter deals with the treatment of mental

disorder. According to the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

, this mental problem may be

due to wind, bile and cough and there are three separate ways of treating these

categories of the disorder. The main aim of the treatment of this ailment is to keep

balance of the mind. This chapter, like the earlier ones also  states about the

things that should be taken and discarded during this ailment.

25. Apasm

a

racikits

a

prakaraňam: This chapter discusses the treatment policy

of epilepsy which can be caused by wind, bile and cough. In all these cases the

ways of treatment are different and the writer of the Bhaisˇajyaratn

a

val

i

prescribes different types of ointments for application to get rid of the attack of

such disease. Like previous chapters, this particular chapter also offers a list of

the things to be taken and to be avoided by the patient.

SAQ

Give a summary of the subject matter of the first fifteen chapters of the

Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
.(150 words).

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Name the diseases which are discussed in the sixteenth to twenty-fifth chapter

of the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
.(100 words).

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

 2.6 Importance

The book  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 can undoubtedly be regarded as an outstanding

contribution to the world of  A
–
yurveda. It is true that the subject matter of the

book is derived from the works of the earlier stalwarts of  A
–
yurveda like Caraka,

Su

′s

ruta, Vaagbhaťa and others. but the credit of the systematic presentation of the
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contents must be given to our author. The author himself says in the introductory

part of the book that the  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 owes its origin to earlier renowned

works of  A
–
yurveda and the present work has been originated from the ocean

like contents of previous works. cf. n

a

n

a

granth

a

mahabdhilabdhasaguňaam
.

bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
m ( 1.3). Again about the aim of the composition of the

present work the writer Govindad

a

sa   declares that it was meant for the delight

of the true physicians sadbhisˇaj

a

m mude vitanute( 1.3). These statements of

the author prove that though he knew that the contents of the book would not

completely be a new one yet it will provide assistance to the good doctors. So it

can be assumed that this book was basically written as a hand book of the

authentic physicians in the field of  A
–
yurveda.

The most important point about this book is that it has discussed almost all the

diseases detected so far by earlier physicians and every discussion  is  followed

by the ways of treatment therein. Moreover, in almost all the cases the author

has furnished a list of diet beneficial or hurtful for the particular disease which has

put an additional value to the subject discussed. Govindad

a

sa in this work has

shown how the three elements viz.  wind , bile and cough cause most of the

diseases in human body. It is important to note here that though this book is not

divided in parts, it deals with psychiatry and also gynecology as well. In the

context of treating mental disorder, Govindad

a

sa specifically mentions the ways

to be followed to keep the mind free from discomfort and anxiety and to regain

memory manah pras

a

dam

a

pnoti smřtim samj

~n

am ca bindati ( 24.3). Another

important feature of this work is that in the second   chapter which is  named as
s /

odhanam
a

ranǎprakaraňam we find the ways and means of purification of
the substances used as medicine in different diseases and in the fourth chapter

which is named as paribh

a

sˇ

a

prakaranˇa the author  has incorporated the

meanings of  almost all the technical terms used in the ayurvedic way of treating

a disease e.g. triphal

a

, trimada, trikatu, caturusana, pa

~n

c

a

mla, ksǐrivrˇksǎ,

asˇtǎvarga etc. Moreover, in the last part of the book, the writer has added an

appendix consisting of three chapters where he has specifically discussed the

diseases related to bile and cough one by one in an elaborated manner. The third

chapter of the appendix deals with what is called anubh

u

tayoga and this chapter

is added for the benefit of the practitioners. It is said in the beginning of this

chapter  ath

a

nubh

u

ta ye yogaȟ szr

i

r

a

jesvarasz

a

striň

a

m / pratna n

u

tanaszca

te sarve likhyante bhisˇaj

a

m mude //  This appendix as a whole has added an

extra value to this work. So it can undoubtedly be said that as a work of

therapeutics the  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

of Govindad

a

sa can be kept at a place of

high acclamation. It is also worth mentioning that the great scholar of  A
–
yurveda

Bhišagratna SZri Govindad

a

sa has not only dealt with rasacikits

a

 or the treatment

through the juice of plants, he has also treated the other forms of treatment which

are done with decoction (kv

a

tha), aromatic powder (c

u

rňa), liquor (

a

sava)

etc. in the same manner. This has made the work more resourceful and effective

in the world of physicians of  A
–
yurveda. It is referred to be studied in almost all

branches of  A
–
yurveda throughout India. So it can be opined that in the context
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of the subject matter though the work is based on the earlier treatises of

A
–
yurveda, the systematic way of presentation of the various means of treatment

in different diseases, the prescription of  things to be followed and also those to

be avoided in each of the disease  are the writer’s own employment and for this

Sri Govindad

a

sa should achieve the proper credit and respect in the world of

later physicians of  A
–
yurveda. At present this work really remains as one of the

important   hand books of  A
–
yurveda.

Know Your Progress

1. Who is the writer of the work  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

?

2. What is the meaning of the term  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

?

3. What is the term used for chapters in the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

?

4. How many chapters are there in the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

?

5. Write down a specialty of the work  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

.

6. How do you know that the subject matter of the book  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

has

been taken from earlier works of  A
–
yurvedaa?

7. What do you find in the last part of the work and what is discussed there?

2.7 Summing up

The unit above on  Bhaisˇajyaratn

a

val

i

 furnishes an account of the topic

elaborately. This unit will help you in estimating the work of Govindad

a

sa in the

arena of therapeutics of  A
–
yurveda. You have come to know that the subject

matter of the present work is not completely new but as the writer himself has

incorporated in the introductory part of the book, the topics here are selected

and discussed elaborately for the benefit of the practitioners of A
–
yurveda. The

style of writing is very simple and the content is exhaustive. Almost all the diseases

have been taken into consideration and the ways of treatment along with the list

of things to be taken as well as to be avoided by the patient are conspicuously

mentioned at the end of  almost all the  chapters. Because of the excessive volume

of the work, the content  of only first twenty five chapters is noted here  just for

giving  an idea. The significance of the title will make you think that though

Govindad

a

sa arose as a scholar in the field of  A
–
yurveda  at  a much later period,

he has followed the tradition of Sanskrit work in selecting the title of  his book. It

can be inferred that the study of the present unit will surely make one capable of

assessing the importance of the exclusive work  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

. This will

not only attract the students of Sanskrit but the fascinating ideas incorporated in

this book may offer solutions to the queries of  many learners coming from other

fields also. The present unit again will prepare you to understand the subject

matter of the next unit as well.
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2.8 Glossary

1. avat

a

ra : Incarnation

2. paribh

a

sˇ

a

: Technical term

3. atis

a

ra : dysentery

4. 

a

m

a

tis

a

ra : amoebic dysentery

5. pitt

a

tis

a

ra : bacillary dysentery

6. grahanǐ : diarrhoea

7. arsza : piles

8. agnim

a

ndya : slow digestion

9. krm̌i : worms

10. p

a

nďǔ : jaundice

11. raktapitta : disturbance of blood caused by bile

12. yaksˇm

a

: tuberculosis

13. k

a

sa : cough

14. murcch

a

: senseless

15. mad

a

tyaya : disorder due to intoxication.

2.9. Probable Questions

1. Write a note on the significance of the title  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
.  (200

words)

2. Give a summary of the prescribed portions of the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–

which is incorporated in the present unit (250 words)

3. Estimate the importance of the book   Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
. (200 words)

4. Note down some features of the work  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
.  (200 words)

2.10. Suggested Reading

 Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
, text  with commentary.
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Unit-6

Bhais ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇajyaratnaa val i
–

 : The Text

Contents :

3.1 Objectives

3.2 Background

3.3 Summary of the first chapter.

3.4 Summary of the third chapter

3.5 Translation

        3.5.1 Chapter I

        3.5.2 Chapter III

3.6 Explanations

        3.6.1 Chapter I

        3.6.2 Chapter III.

3.7 Elucidation

       3.7.1 Chapter I

       3.7.2 Chapter III

3.8 Summing up

3.9 Probable Questions

3.10 Appendix  (The Prescribed Text )

3.1. Objectives

The purpose of this unit is to help you to

• get the idea of the text of the prescribed portions of the

Bhaisˇajyaratnavali
–

• to get acquainted with the English translation  of the important portion from

the text

• identify the important lines of the text

• to know how to write the explanations  of the important statements

• get introduced to the procedures of  writing elucidation of apparently

difficult yet meaningful statements.

3.2. Background

After going through two earlier units related to A
–
yurveda and the

Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 respectively, it can easily be assumed that you have gathered
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an overall knowledge of the science of medicine practised  in early India as well as

on the   Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
, the book as a whole. The present unit will offer the

descriptive analysis of the prescribed text. Among 109 chapters of this book only

the first and the third chapters are  chosen as your text. The first and the third

chapter, as you have already come to know, are called the

A
–
yurvedavat

a

raprakaranˇam and the Miszravargaprakaranǎm respectively.

From the previous chapter it is clear to you  that the  A
–
yurvedavat

a

raprakaraňam

describes the stories and beliefs related to the advent of the stalwarts of early

Indian medicine and it is established here as in the case of other works of

A
–
yurveda, that  these scholarly persons had received the status of divine incarnations

in connection with  A
–
yurveda. The third chapter discusses the meaning of healthiness

(

a

rogya), disease (vy

a

dhi), varieties of diseases, characteristic features of

treatment, definition of a physician, the duties of a physician etc. It is very much

important to clarify the fact here that though these two chapters are not directly

connected to the therapeutical issues related to  A
–
yurveda, yet these two can generate

the basic knowledge of the concerned field and with the help of these two portions

a student of your standard will get the privilege to be acquainted with the basic

philosophy and norms behind the policy of treatment of the diseases in the ayurvedic

way. So the study of these two chapters is very much relevant and it will surely take

you one step further in the concerned field.

3.3 Summary of the First Chapter

This chapter consists of ninety eight (98) verses and as the title runs, it tells in

detail, the beginning of the practice of  A
–
yurveda in this world along with the

traditional beliefs connected with the origin of various ancient scholars in this

field. As a customary norm this chapter begins with an auspicious verse eulogizing

Lord Gaňesza. The author, SZri
–
govindad

a

sa   says in the introductory verse that

the pair of lotus like feet of the god having a face of the elephant king i.e. Gaňesza,

who is the cause behind the successful completion of work, (the pair of feet)

which is eminent with the arrays of rays reflected from the numerous jewels

studded in the crown of the lord of Gods ( Indra) who is respectful with devotion,

always gets victory. Then after saluting SZiva and P

a

rvati
–
 and also lord Višňu in

the next couple of verses, the author points out the mission  of composing  his

work and he is confident that even  if the work would not be desirable by the

renowned scholars of  A
–
yurveda, it would definitely be useful to the young  learners.

Then the author directly proceeds towards the subject matter of the book and he

starts with the definition of  A
–
yurveda. According to the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
,

the authoritative scholars call that scripture as  A
–
yurveda in which the span of life,

the conditions favourable or injurious to it, the cause  of diseases and its treatment

are discussed. As man gets longer span of life as well as acquires knowledge of

the span of life of others through this knowledge, so it is called  A
–
yurveda by the

great sages. Then the stages of the origin and development of  A
–
yurveda are

narrated  in this chapter. It is said that Brahm

a

 after recollecting the knowledge

of the span of life advised it to lord Praj

a

pati and it went to twin god Asvinau

r
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from Praj

a

pati, then  from  Aszvinau  the knowledge came down to Indra and it

then passed to sages like  A
–
treya and others, from this sage, then  Agnivesza and

others got this knowledge and ultimately they composed separate treatises on  A
–

yurveda and those became famous in this world. It is also said that the Supreme

lord Brahm

a

 extracting the main part of the Atharvaveda composed an easy

book on the present subject which consisted of one lac verses and it came down

by the name Brahmasa

&m

hit

a

 and He taught Dakša the knowledge of  A
–
yurveda

and the latter learnt  A
–
yurveda along with its parts and ancillary portions. From

Daksa, the twin gods Aszvinau learnt it and they composed their own treatise on

it named Aszvin

i

kum

a

rasa

&m

hit

a

. The story relates that when Lord Brahm

a

was beheaded by angry Bhairava, these twin gods offered necessary treatment

and subsequently joined Brahm

a

’s head in a perfect manner for which they got

permission to take part in the sacrifices. Moreover, after the battle between gods

and demons, Aszvinau instantly offered medical treatment and the injured gods

got relief soon. These twin gods again offered treatment even to Indra when he

was suffering from the tremor of his hand, to Moon when it fell down from the

abode of Soma, to P

u

šan when he suffered from tooth problem, to Bhaga when

his eye became bad and to SZaszi when he was suffering from tuberculosis.  Cyavana,

a sensuous descendent of the family of Bhřgu,  when after losing  his youth and

vigour due to old age wanted to get back his lost strength underwent treatment

from A

′s

vinau and received the desirable effect. The story found in the first chapter

of the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
 incorporates that Indra after observing all these and

many other good jobs of the twin gods, asked them to teach him A
–
yurveda.

Subsequently Aszvinau taught  him whatever knowledge on  A
–
yurveda they

gathered so far and Indra after receiving the knowledge in this field, disseminated

it to many sages like A
–
treya and others .The story again tells  that once A

–
treya

being unable to bear the sufferings and agony of the mortals, arising out of  the

attack of the disease, arrived at the place of Indra and reported him to share with

him the knoA
–
treya  A

–
yurveda along with its parts and ancillary portions and the

sage after the completion of the study composed a work under his name i.e.

A

treyasa

&m

hit

a

 for the benefit of the inhabitants of this world. Thereafter the
sages like Agnivesza, Bheďa, J

a

t

u

karňa, Par

a

szara, Ksi
–
rap

a

ni and H

a

ri
–
ta learnt

the lessons of  A
–
yurveda from A

–
treya with the help of the book 

A

treyasa

&m

hit

a

.

Agnivesza was the first to write a book on  A
–
yurveda and then other sages like

Bheda and so on also composed books separately which could make         A
–
treya

very happy and satisfied.

 The author then proceeds to a different story. It relates that once the sages like

Bharadv

a

ja, A

&n

gir

a

ȟ, Garga, Mari
–
ci and the like coming from the surrounding

areas of the Himalaya gathered in a place and held a meeting on the issues related

to health and they unanimously accepted the priority of health in every walk of

life through the stages  of attaining the purusǎrthas i.e. dharma, artha, k

a

ma

and moksˇa. But health is always exposed to different types of diseases and

physical ailments destroy mental peace, happiness and also the strength of the

body. So the sages gathered there approached the sage Bharadv

a

ja to request

u
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n

him to get the knowledge of  A
–
yurveda from Indra. Accordingly the sage went to

Indra and the king of Gods after listening to the words of the sages from

Bharadv

a

ja accepted the proposal and taught him  A
–
yurveda extensively. It is

believed that the sage Bharadv

a

ja   received  the knowledge of  A
–
yurveda in the

core of his heart and as a result of that he remained free from any disease and

lived a long life very peacefully. The other sages too, after getting the knowledge

of  A
–
yurveda from Bharadv

a

ja lived a long and healthy life.

In the last part of the chapter, the author of the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

 speaks

about the story related to the birth of Caraka, Dhanvantari, Su

′s

ruta and V

a

gbhaťa

who in all ancient works are regarded as the stalwarts of ancient Indian medicine.

It is said here that at the time of the protection of the Vedas by lord Visňǔ in the

form of Fish incarnation,  S«esza the serpent also got the Vedas and he subsequently

received   A
–
yurveda as a part of the Atharvaveda.  Once S«esza came to the earth

just like a spy (cara) to observe the activities of the world and got very much

hurt at the sight of the mortals afflicted by various diseases. He afterwards took

birth in this world as a son of the sage Viszuddha- knower of the Vedas and the

ancillary scriptures and dedicated his life to advocate the ways and means of

A
–
yurveda among the human being to get rid of the attack of the diseases and

affliction. As he came to this earth as a spy without being identified by any one,

he came to be known as Caraka in this world. He became the famous physician.

Caraka  remained immortal with the help of his magnum opus the

Carakasa

&m

hit

a

. Next comes the story of another scholar of ancient Indian

medicine i.e. Dhanvantari. This god was once asked by Indra to come to the

earth and try to eradicate the diseases which make the human life always miserable.

Having learnt the chronicles of  A
–
yurveda from Indra himself, Dhanvantari took

birth in the house of a kšatriya king in Kasi and came to be known as Divodaasa

in this world. He was later made the king of Kasi and became famous through his

treatise which he used to teach the people for the eradication of diseases. Then

comes the story of another renowned physician of ancient India Suszruta by name.

According to the story Suszruta was the son of Viszvaamitra and to follow his

father’s advice he went to Kasi to learn  A
–
yurveda from Dhanvantari who was

the king there and named as Divodaasa. Suszruta with many others got the

knowledge of A
–
yurveda from Divodaasa and he, among all the disciples of

Divodaasa was the first to compose an independent work on  A
–
yurveda. As this

work was very well heard (suszruta) in this world so the author himself came to

be known as Suszruta. Lastly we get the story of Vaagbhaťa in the first chapter of

the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
. It is said by our author that after Suszruta there arrived

another great man of  A
–
yurveda in this world called V

a

gbhaťa who in intelligence

was like Dhanvantari and  who was given the status of the important physician in

the kingdom of Yudhisthira, the eldest of the P

a

nďǎvas. For the benefit of the

people of this world, he composed the immortal work Asťˇ

a

n
.
gahrďayasa

&m

hit

a

which  projects the kernel of the works of Caraka, Suszruta etc. and which has

been regarded as a treasure of   A
–
yurveda in this world.
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SAQ

Write a note on  A
–
yurveda. (150 words)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Write a note on Caraka and Dhanvantari. (200 words)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Asses the subtitle of the first chapter of the  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

.(100 words)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

3.4 Summary of the  Third chapter

This chapter as you know named as Miszravargaprakaraňam consists of fifty

(50 ) verses and deals  with many topics like  nature of human disease, its types,

its remedy, the characteristics  and  duties of a true physician etc. This chapter

starts with a very important observation of life which relates that the main cause

to attain the four goals of human life i.e. dharma, artha, k

a

ma and moksǎ  is a

body free from any  disease and ailments curtails the delight in life and it disrupts

the smooth running of the life force. Here the author had made a twofold division

of human diseases viz. physical like fever, leprosy etc. and mental like loosing of

mental balance etc. When there remains a balance among the three basic humours

( dosǎ) i.e. wind (v

a

ta), bile (pitta) and  phlegm (kapha) it is the state of good

health but if the balance is disturbed or lost it initiates ailment and that state is

regarded as disease in human body. Broadly human diseases are classified into

two heads viz. curable and  incurable and these two are again subdivided into

two types each. The curable diseases are: (i) easily curable and (ii) curable through

difficulties whereas  incurable diseases are (i) that remains dormant after using

medicine and (ii) that which is not curable with the help of medicine also. This
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chapter also highlights the existence of diseases originated from sin of  human

being as well as the diseases coming out of action performed by a person

during his life circle. This division is basically made in connection with the origin

of those ailments. The diseases originating from sin (papaja) is curable through

the help of medicines etc. but the diseases coming out of action can never be

uprooted. The present chapter clearly tells about the inevitability of death in

one’s life. After discussing the classification of death, the author passes on to

relate the duties of a physician and the conditions not conducive to treatment.

In connection with  this topic the author also points out the undertaking of the

process of treatment instantly otherwise the delay in treatment may bring many

complexities. Thereafter the author speaks on the feature of treatment, its

varieties and the success attained through proper treatment. It is said that the

process by which the three ingredients i.e. wind, bile and phlegm get their own

natural  balance is called treatment( cikits

a

). The process of treatment is of

three types viz. demonic, human and divine. It is instructed in this chapter that

one should not take the medicine prescribed by any one who does not fall

under the category of  dvija i.e. one who gets his rebirth after the completion

of his learning in the field of  A
–
yurveda as the system does not permit  the son of

a physician to be a medical practitioner only because of his birth in the family of

a doctor. After these we come across the discussion on the qualities of a doctor

as well as of medicines, the  qualities of a nurse and also the qualities of the

patient. A physician must have extensive knowledge of  A
–
yurveda along with

the proficiency in the allied topics like grammar, literature, astrology etc. and

he must have a clean personality in connection with his mind, words and body.

An ignorant physician who starts his job without knowing the disease , though

may have extensive knowledge on medicine never achieves success. On the

other hand one who has the knowledge of the disease and has the full command

on the process of treatment is always regarded as an authentic physician. The

doctor who does not have the knowledge of the scriptures or books can be

compared with the messenger of death and he is considered as the god of

death in a human form. A doctor who wears unclean clothes, utters harsh words

or behaves rudely, who is shrewd and boastful, stays with low graded people

and visits the house of the patients without being called, never gets respect

even if he appears to be equal to Dhanvantari the divine physician. The present

chapter then narrates the result of the treatment of  A
–
yurveda in a detailed way

and it comes to an end with the  announcement of precaution  that the  known

medicine prescribed by a physician is effective like nectar whereas the unknown

medicine given to a patient by a quack may act as poison in the body.
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SAQ

Note down the qualities of a good physician ( 100 words).

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Write a note on the concept of disease and its varieties (100 words).

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

3.5 Translation

You have already come to know that there are altogether one hundred forty eight

(148) verses of the text Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

 are chosen as  your  prescribed

portion. The meaning of the textual portion becomes easier to learn with the help

of English translation. So for your convenience the translation of some important

verses are forwarded in this part.

3.5.1 Chapter I

1.Verse no.6.

•ŸŸ ¬ÈL§·Ù ÿS◊ÊŒÊÿÈÁfl¸ãŒÁÃ flÁûÊ ø–

ÃS◊Êã◊ÈÁŸfl⁄ÒU⁄U· •ÊÿÈfļŒ ßÁÃ S◊ÎÃ—H

As by this, man gets long life and knows it, so it is called    A
–
yurveda by the great

sages.

2.Verse no.9

ÁflœÊÃÊ˘Õfl¸‚fl¸Sfl◊ÊÿÈfl¸Œ¢ ¬˝∑§Ê‡ÊÿŸ˜–

SflŸÊêŸÊ ‚¢Á„UÃÊ¢ ø∑˝§ ‹ˇÊ‡‹Ù∑§◊ÿË◊Î¡È◊˜H

The lord (1Brahm

a

) while expressing the kernel of the Atharvaveda composed

the easy treatise (collection)  with one lakh verses under his name.

3.Verse no.12

ŒˇÊÊŒÉÊËàÿ Œdı ÁflÃŸÈÃ— ‚¢Á„UÃÊ¢ SflËÿÊ◊˜–

‚∑§‹ÁøÁ∑§à‚∑§‹Ù∑§¬˝ÁÃ¬ÁûÊÁflflÎhÿ œãÿÊ◊˜H
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Two Aszvikum

a

ras after learning (A
–
yurveda) composed their own praise worthy

compilation  (on it ) to heighten the expertise of all the physicians.

4.Verse no.14.

ŒflÊ‚È⁄U⁄UáÊ ŒflÊ ŒÒàÿÒÿ¸ ‚ˇÊÃÊ— ∑Î§ÃÊ—–

•ˇÊÃÊSÃ ∑Î§ÃÊ— ‚lÙ ŒdÊèÿÊ◊kÈÃ¢ ◊„UÃ˜H

In the battle between gods and demons the divinities who were made injurious

by the demons were immediately recovered by  two Asvins in  great  astonishment

( of the onlookers)

5.Verse no.20.

ŸÊ‚àÿı ‚àÿ‚ãœŸ ‡Ê∑˝§áÊ Á∑§‹ ÿÊÁøÃı–

•ÊÿÈfl¸Œ¢ ÿÕÊ˘œËÃ¢ ŒŒÃÈ— ‡ÊÃ◊ãÿflH

Then being prayed by the truth searcher S«akra ( Indra), the two Aszvins gave the

performer of hundred sacrifice ( Indra, the knowledge of )  A
–
yurveda  in the

same way as it was learnt.

6.Verse no. 25.

•ÊÿÈfl¸Œ¢ ¬Á∆UUcÿÊÁ◊ ŸÒL§ÖÿÊÿ ‡Ê⁄ËÁ⁄UáÊÊ◊˜–

ßÁÃ ÁŸÁ‡øàÿ ªÃflÊŸÊòÊÿÁSòÊŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ◊˜H

I will study  A
–
yurveda for curing (the ailment of) the embodied being ( human

being). Thus  decided  A
–
treya went to the abode of Lord Indra.

7. Verse no.28.

‡Ê∑˝§SÃÈ Ã¢ ÁŸ⁄UËˇÿÒfl àÿÄÃÁ‚¢„UÊ‚Ÿ— ÁSÕÃ—–

Ã◊ª˝ ¬Í¡ÿÊ◊Ê‚ ÷Î‡Ê¢ ÷ÍÁ⁄UÃ¬—∑Î§‡Ê◊˜H

S«akra as soon as saw him (A
–
treya), stood up leaving his throne (and), at the very

beginning he worshipped him (he) who became extremely thin due to the practice

of excessive penance.

8. Verse no.31.

√ÿÊÁÉÊÁ÷√ÿ¸ÁÕÃÊ ‹Ù∑§Ê— ‡ÊÙ∑§Ê∑È§Á‹ÃøÃ‚—–

÷ÍÃ‹ ‚ÁãÃ ‚ãÃÊ¬¢ Ã·Ê¢ „UãÃÈ¢ ∑Î§¬Ê¢ ∑È§L§H

People in this world remain pain stricken by the diseases and they are with their

hearts distressed by grief. To get rid of their sorrow you show pity (on them).

9. Verse no.33.

◊ÈŸËãº˝ ßãº˝Ã— ‚ÊX◊ÊÿÈfl¸Œ◊œËàÿ ‚—–

•Á÷Ÿãl Ã◊Ê‡ÊËÁ÷¸⁄UÊ¡ªÊ◊ ¬ÈŸ◊¸„UË◊˜H
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He, the greatest sage (A
–
treya) after learning  A

–
yurveda along with its ancillary parts

from Indra  and congratulating him with blessings again  came back to the earth.

10. Verse no.35.

ÃÃÙ˘ÁÇŸfl‡Ê¢ ÷«UÜø ¡ÊÃÍ∑§áÊZ ¬⁄UÊ‡Ê⁄U◊˜–

ˇÊË⁄U¬ÊÁáÊÜø „UÊ⁄UËÃ◊ÊÿÈfl¸Œ◊¬Ê∆ ÿÃ˜H

Then ( he i.e. A
–
treya) taught (the knowledge of)   A

–
yurveda to Agnive

′s

a, also to

Bheďa, J

a

t

u

karnǎ, Par

a′s

ara, Ks

i

rap

a

ňi and H

a

r

i

ta .

11. Vrese no.55.

√ÿÊœÿÙ Á„U ‚◊Èà¬ãŸÊ— ‚fl¸¬˝ÊÁáÊ÷ÿX⁄UÊ—–

Ã·Ê¢ ¬˝‡Ê◊ŸÙ¬Êÿ¢ ÿÕÊflmÄÃÈ◊„¸UÁ‚H

Diseases have been originated as a threat to all living beings. You are to tell

according to the measures to propitiate those.

12.Verse no.58.

ÃŸÊÿÈ— ‚ÈÁø⁄¢U ‹÷ ÷⁄UmÊ¡Ù ÁŸ⁄UÊ◊ÿ◊˜–

•ãÿÊŸÁ¬ ◊ÈŸËp∑˝§ ŸËL§¡— ‚ÈÁø⁄UÊÿÈ·—H

By it, Bharadv aja got long and disease free span of life and also (he) made other

sages free from  diseases  and obtainer of  quite a  long life.

13. Verse no. 66.

ÿÃp⁄U ßflÊÿÊÃÙ Ÿ ôÊÊÃ— ∑§ŸÁølÃ—–

ÃS◊ÊìÊ⁄U∑§ŸÊêŸÊ˘‚ı ÅÿÊÃp ÁˇÊÁÃ◊á«U‹H

As he came as a spy and (also)without the knowledge of anyone, so he became

famous by the name Caraka in this world.

14. Verse no. 69.

Ã·Ê¢ ÃãòÊÊÁáÊ ‚¢S∑Î§àÿ ‚◊ÊNUàÿ Áfl¬ÁpÃÊ–

ø⁄U∑§áÊÊà◊ŸÙ ŸÊêŸÊ ª˝ÊãÕÙ˘ÿ¢ ø⁄U∑§— ∑Î§Ã—H

Studying and refining their works, the Carakasa

&m

hit

a

, the book in his own name,

was composed by the scholar Caraka.

15. Verse no.71.

ÃÊãŒÎciÊ NUŒÿ¢ ÃSÿ ŒÿÿÊ ¬Á⁄U¬ËÁ«Ã◊˜–

ŒÿÊ˘˘º˝¸NUŒÿ— ‡Ê∑˝§Ù œãflãÃÁ⁄U◊ÈflÊø „UH
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Noticing them his (Indra’s) heart, because of his kindness, got suffered and S«akra

with his heart heavy with kindness told this to Dhanvantari.

16. Verse no.74.

ÃS◊Êàfl¢ ¬ÎÁÕflË¥ ÿÊÁ„U ∑§Ê‡ÊË◊äÿ ŸÎ¬Ù ÷fl–

¬˝ÃË∑§Ê⁄UÊÿ ⁄UÙªÊáÊÊ◊ÊÿÈfl¸Œ¢ ¬˝∑§Ê‡ÊÿH

For that you go to the earth and be the king in Kasi. To fight with the diseases

you manifest (the knowledge of)  A
–
yurveda.

17. Verse no.90.

•XË∑Î§àÿ fløSÃ·Ê¢ ŸÎ¬ÁÃSÃÊŸÈ¬ÊÁŒ‡ÊÃ˜–

√ÿÊÅÿÊÃ¢ ÃŸ Ã ÿàŸÊîÊªÎ„ÈU◊È¸ŸÿÙ ◊ÈŒÊH

Granting their words the king (Divod

a

sa) advised them (on  A
–
yurveda). Those

sages received carefully and delightedly what was explained  ( to them).

18. Verse no.93.

‚ÈüÊÈÃŸ ∑Î§Ã¢ ÃãòÊ¢ ‚ÈüÊÈÃ¢ ’„ÈUÁ÷ÿ¸Ã—–

ÃS◊ÊûÊà‚ÈüÊÈÃ¢ ŸÊêŸÊ ÁflÅÿÊÃ¢ ÁˇÊÁÃ◊á«U‹H

As because the book which was composed by Su
′s

ruta became well heard

(renowned) by many , so it became famous in the world  by the name Suszruta

(Suszrutasam

&m

hit

a

).

19. Verse no. 94.

ÃÃÙ √ÿÃËÃ ‚◊ÿ ÃÈ flÊÇ◊…U— ‚mÒlflãlÙ ÁflŒÈ·Ê¢ fl⁄Uáÿ—–

¬˝ÊŒÈfl¸÷ÍflÊflÁŸ◊á«U‹ üÊËœãflãÃ⁄U— ‚Êêÿ◊ÁœüÊÿŸ˜ ‚Ÿ˜H

Then with the passage of time V

a

gbhatǎ, (who was) worshipped  by the

renowned physicians, (who was) best among the scholars, took birth in this world

who attained equality with S«r

i

 Dhanvantari.

20. Verse no.98.

¬˝ŒÁ‡Ê¸Ã¢ ÃòÊ ◊„UìÊ ∑§ı‡Ê‹¢ÁøÁ∑§Áà‚Ã ∑§◊¸ÁáÊ flÊÇ◊…UŸ–

ÃÕÊ˘Á¬ ‚flZ ¡ªŒÃŒflÊÁœ∑¢§ ’÷ÍflÙ¬∑Î§Ã¢ ÿÕÊÕ¸◊˜H

Great tricks (of  A
–
yurveda) in the field of therapeautics were exhibited by

V

a

gbhaťa by which this whole world became truly very much benefited.
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SAQ

Write down the English translation of any five verses of the first chapter of the

Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

.

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

3.5.2 Chapter III

1. Verse no 2.

√ÿÊœÿÙ ÁmÁÔflœÊ— ¬˝Ù∑§˜ÃÊ— ‡ÊÊ⁄UË⁄UÊ ◊ÊŸ‚ÊSÃÕÊ–

‡ÊÊ⁄UË⁄UÊ Öfl⁄U∑È§c∆UÊlÊ, ©Uã◊ÊŒÊlÊ ◊ŸÙ÷flÊ—H

Diseases are said to be of two types, physical as well as mental. Fever, leprosy

etc. are physical (diseases) and insanity etc. are those originated from the mind.

2. Verse no.4.

‚ÊäÿÙ˘‚Êäÿ ßÁÃ √ÿÊÁœÁm¸œÊ Ãı ÃÈ ¬ÈŸÁm¸œÊ–

‚Èπ‚Êäÿ— ∑Î§ë¿˛U‚ÊäÿÙ ÿÊåÿÙ ÿpÊ¬˝ÁÃÁ∑˝§ÿ—H

Curable and incurable are the two categories of diseases and these two again are

divided into two heads each. (The first category can be ) (i) easily curable and (ii)

curable with difficulties and (the varieties of the second category are ) (i) controlled

for the time being and(ii)  completely incurable.

3. Verse no.6.

ÿÊåÿÊ— ∑§ÁøÃ˜ ¬˝∑Î§àÿÒfl ∑§ÁølÊåÿÊ ©U¬ˇÊÿÊ–

¬˝∑Î§àÿÊ√ÿÊœÿÙ˘‚ÊäÿÊ— ∑§ÁøÃ˜ ∑§ÁøŒÈ¬ˇÊÿÊH

Some diseases are temporarily controllable by nature and some become such

due to negligence. (Similarly) some diseases are completely incurable by nature

and some turned to be such due to negligence.

4.Verse no. 10.

∞∑§ÊûÊ⁄¢U ◊ÎàÿÈ‡ÊÃ◊ÁS◊Ÿ˜ Œ„U ¬˝ÁÃÁc∆UÃ◊˜–

ÃòÊÒ∑§— ∑§Ê‹‚¢ÿÈÄÃ— ‡Ê·ÊSàflÊªãÃfl— S◊ÎÃÊ—H

In this body (or in the lifetime) there are one hundred and one types of death.

Among those one is the timely one and others are known as sudden.
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5.Verse no.15.

√ÿÊœSÃûfl¬Á⁄UôÊÊŸ¢ flŒŸÊÿÊp ÁŸª˝„U—–

∞ÃmÒlSÿ flÒlàfl¢ Ÿ flÒl— ¬˝÷È⁄UÊÿÈ·—H

To know the practicality of the disease exhaustively and (subsequently) to heal

the suffering – this is the real characteristics of a physician, the doctor is not the

master of the span of life.

6. Verse no.22.

ÿÊÁ÷— Á∑˝§ÿÊÁ÷¡¸ÊÿãÃ ‡Ê⁄Ë⁄U œÊÃfl— ‚◊Ê—–

‚Ê ÁøÁ∑§à‚Ê Áfl∑§Ê⁄UÊáÊÊ¢ ∑§◊¸ ÃÁk·¡Ê¢ ◊Ã◊˜H

By which activities the ingredients ( wind, bile and  phlegm)  attain natural condition

in the body, that is called treatment of diseases and it is regarded as the  work of

a physician.

7.Verse no.24.

` Áøh◊¸— ` Áøã◊ÒòÊË ` ÁøŒÕ¸— ` ÁøŒ˜ ÿ‡Ê—–

∑§◊¸ÊèÿÊ‚— ` ÁøìÊÊÁ¬ ÁøÁ∑§à‚Ê ŸÊÁSÃ ÁŸc»§‹ÊH

(Through treatment the doctor can attain) somewhere righteous activity,

somewhere friendship, somewhere  money, somewhere fame and somewhere

again the expertise in work ( field of treatment), (thus the process of ) treatment

never becomes useless.

8. Verse no. 36.

ÿSÃÈ ⁄UÙª◊ÁflôÊÊÿ ∑§◊¸ÊáÿÊ⁄U÷Ã Á÷·∑˜ –

•åÿı·œÁflœÊŸôÊSÃSÿ Á‚Áhÿ¸ŒÎë¿UÿÊH

The physician who without knowing the disease  starts the process of treatment,

even though he knows how to prescribe medicine, getting  success (for him) is

accidental.

9. verse no.37.

ÿSÃÈ ⁄UÙªÊÁfl‡Ê·ôÊ— ‚fl¸÷Ò·Öÿ∑§ÙÁflŒ—–

‚ÊäÿÊ‚ÊäÿÊÁflœÊŸôÊSÃSÿ Á‚Áh— ∑§⁄U ÁSÕÃÊH

(The physician) who, however, is expert in (detecting) the disease, (who is) the

knower of all medicines, (who is) the specialist in the prescription of curable and

incurable (disease)—his success  stays in the hand.

10. Verse no.39.

‡ÊÊSòÊ¢ ªÈL§◊ÈπÙŒ˜ªËáÊ¸◊ÊŒÊÿÙ¬ÊSÿ øÊ‚∑Î§Ã˜–

ÿ— ∑§◊¸ ∑È§L§Ã flÒl— ‚ flÒlÙ˘ãÿ ÃÈ ÃS∑§⁄UÊ—H
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That physician is a physician in the true sense who after taking the knowledge of the

scriptures ( i.e. A
–
yurveda, coming out ) from the mouth of the preceptor and

practising it more than once (i.e. many times) does his work, others are thieves only.

11. Verse no. 40.

•ÁflôÊÊÿ ÃÈ ‡ÊÊSòÊÊÁáÊ ÷·¡¢ ∑È§L§Ã Á÷·∑§˜–

ÿ◊ ∞fl ‚ ÁflôÊÿÙ ◊àÿ¸ÊŸÊ¢ ◊àÿ¸M§¬œÎ∑˜ H

One who without knowing the scriptures (i.e. without studying the books of

A
–
yurveda)  prescribes medicines (to the patient) should be  known as Yama (the

God of death) of the people of this world in the form of a human being.

12. Verse no.43.

•åÿ∑¢§ ŸËL§¡¢ ∑Î§àflÊ ¡Ÿ¢ ÿÊŒÎ‡ÊÃÊŒÎ‡Ê◊˜–

•ÊÿÈfl¸Œ¬˝‚ÊŒŸ Á∑¢§ Ÿ ŒûÊ¢ ÷flŒ˜ ÷ÈÁflH

By making recovered even a single patient (from ailments) anyway, what is  not

offered ( by the physician)  with the help of  A
–
yurveda to this world? ( i.e.

everything is offered) .

13. Verse no.47.

ÁøÁ∑§Áà‚Ã‡Ê⁄UË⁄¢U ÿÙ Ÿ ÁŸc∑˝§ËáÊÊÁÃ ŒÈ◊¸ÁÃ¸—–

‚ ÿÃ˜ ∑§⁄ÙÁÃ ‚È∑Î§Ã¢ ÃÃ˜‚flZ Á÷·ª‡ŸÈÃH

The ill intentioned person who does not pay the debt (arising in  the process) of

treatment to the physician , all the good deeds he performs is achieved by the

physician ( the fruit goes to the physician).

SAQ

Translate into English any five verse of the third chapter of the

Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
.

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

3.6 Explanation

After going through the previous portion of this unit it can be assumed that you

have got an idea of the importance of the prescribed chapters in particular and

the book  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

vali
–
 , in general. There are many verses in both the

chapters which deal, directly or indirectly with the topics related to  A
–
yurveda. It

is very important to know that some verses of both the chapters contain many
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issues related to  A
–
yurveda which requires explanation. So this part is attached

here. It is to be remembered here that the explanations which will be furnished

here are samples only. With the help of these samples you can explain on your

own the other verses also.

3.6.1 Chapter I

1.Verse no.5

•ÊÿÈÁ„¸UÃÊÁ„UÃ¢ √ÿÊœÁŸ¸ŒÊŸ¢ ‡Ê◊Ÿ¢ ÃÕÊ–

ÁfllÃ ÿòÊ ÁflmÁŒ˜÷— ‚ •ÊÿÈfl¸Œ ©UëÿÃH

This szloka has been extracted from the first chapter of the book

Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 composed by S«r

i

 Govindad

a

sa a scholar of ancient Indian

medicine.  Here the writer  furnishes the definition of  A
–
yurveda  in his own

words.

A
–
yurveda deals with the complete process of treatment of diseases in an indigenous

way which comes down generation by generation in Indian society. Govidad

a

sa

has composed the  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 after going between the lines the works

of earlier scholars like Caraka and Su

′s

ruta which are found  in a revised form

and this has enriched his work as a whole. Following his predecessors,

Govindad

a

sa also before going to the main topics of  A
–
yurveda, has furnished

the definition of this field of study. According to him, as it is reflected in the

present verse, the scholars treat that scripture as  A
–
yurveda where the issues

beneficial to the span of life as well as the things injurious to health, the cause of

diseases and the measures to be taken for the healing of those are discussed. It is

important to note in this connection that Caraka, the renowned physician of early

India has incorporated an almost same definition of   A
–
yurveda  in his compilation.

According to Caraka

Á„UÃÊÁ„UÃ¢ ‚Èπ¢ ŒÈ—π◊ÊÿÈSÃSÿ Á„UÃÊÁ„UÃ◊˜– ◊ÊŸÜø ÃìÊ ÿòÊÙÄÃ◊ÊÿÈfl¸Œ—‚ ©Uëÿ¢Ã–

So it is clear that  A
–
yurveda is the science of medicine. It deals with the prescription

of things which bring positive effect on human health and  it also points out the

substances as well as activities that tells upon the health. This field of study

exclusively identifies the cause of diseases and subsequently it finds out the

treatment for healing those with the application of proper medicine. The

nomenclature “ A
–
yurveda” tallies with this definition.

2. Verse no. 10

ÃÃ— ¬˝¡Ê¬ÁÃ¢ ŒˇÊ¢ ŒˇÊ¢ ‚∑§‹∑§◊¸‚È–

ÁflÁœœË¸ŸË⁄UÁœ— ‚ÊX◊ÊÿÈfl¸Œ◊È¬ÊÁŒ‡ÊÃ˜H

This verse has been taken from the work  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

 composed by

S «r

i

 Govindad

a

sa. Through this sloka the author incorporates a stage of the

development of  A
–
yurveda in this world.
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It is believed that the knowledge of  A
–
yurveda was first  expressed  by the

supreme lord Brahm

a

. In many puranic works also Brahm

a

 is related as the

founder of early Indian medicine. So staying on the same platform, Govindad

a

sa

also says that lord Brahm

a

 has expressed the knowledge of  A
–
yurveda after

extracting the kernel from the Atharvaveda and thereafter He Himself composed

a work on the same subject under his name which comprised one lac verses and

which was very easy in style. Thus this verse stays in concomitance with the

theory of  the divine origin of  A
–
yurveda. Whatever be the version of the modern

scholar, the orthodox view reflects that like other things in this world, the knowledge

of  A
–
yurveda  was also handed down to the human world from the supreme lord

Brahma who is regarded as the creator of this universe as a whole. It is interesting

that  according to this theory the first book on  A
–
yurveda on earth was the

Brahmasa

&m

hit

a

, which  unfortunately  remains as traceless. From this verse it

is clear that the author Govindad

a

sa accepts that  A
–
yurveda was a part of the

Atharvaveda , an opinion which can be supported by many verses taken from

different Puranas. From this verse it is also prominent that Govindad

a

sa supported

the supernatural theory behind the creation of  A
–
yurveda. Caraka also referred

to  A
–
yurveda in the  Carakasa

&m

hit

a

  as  one which is beginning less and eternal.

Cf. ‚Ê˘ÿ◊ÊÿÈfl¸Œ— ‡ÊÊ‡flÃÙ ÁŸÁg¸‡ÿÃ˘ŸÊÁŒàflÊÃ˜–

3. Verse no.16.

Áfl‡ÊËáÊ¸Ê Œ‡ÊŸÊ— ¬ÍcáÊÊ ŸòÊ Ÿc≈U ÷ªSÿ ø–

‡ÊÁ‡ÊŸÙ ⁄UÊ¡ÿˇ◊Ê˘÷ÍŒÁEèÿÊ¢ Ã ÁøÁ∑§Áà‚ÃÊ—H

This szloka is an excerpt from the first chapter of the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

 of

S«r

i

 Govindad

a

sa. Here the author establishes the expertise of the twin god in

case of therapy.

Two Aszvins- the twin gods were regarded as the divine physicians .Even in the

Rǧveda these two gods are referred to as the doctors in the heaven many a time.

In the lineage of the scholars of  A
–
yurveda, these twin gods had occupied an

important place. The author Govindad

a

sa, following the tradition, speaks of

through this verse the expertise shown by these two gods in the process of  healing

various diseases of different divinities. The verse relates that when god P

u
•

s

an

was suffering from tooth problem, the god Bhaga got his eyes pierced and S«aszi-

the moon was suffering from the severe tuberculosis, these twin gods offered

them treatment and they all came out with full recovery. Such was the specialty of

these gods in case of medical treatment. So it is believed that Aszvinau who offered

their successful treatment to the ailing gods received the knowledge of  A
–
yurveda

from Daksǎ and they composed their own compilation for the betterment and

development of all the physicians in this world.

4. Verse no.47

œ◊¸ÊÕ¸∑§Ê◊◊ÙˇÊÊáÊ¢Ê ◊Í‹◊ÈÄÃ¢ ∑§‹fl⁄U◊˜–

ÃìÊ ‚fl¸ÊÕ¸‚¢Á‚hÿÒ ÷fllÁŒ ÁŸ⁄UÊ◊ÿ◊˜H
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This verse has been taken from the first chapter of the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

 of

S «r

i

 Govindad

a

sa. Here the author relates the versions of the sages who came

suddenly  and thronged at the sideways of the Himalayas to discuss  the matter

related to the physical ailments and how to get recovery from those.

It is said in the book that the sages like Bharadv

a

ja, Angiras, Garga and so on.

Once came together at a near by place of the Himalayas and started their discussion

on the issues of  A
–
yurveda. All of them were of same opinion that the root of the

four fold purpose of life viz. dharma, artha ,k

a

ma and moksǎ is the body .

That fourfold purpose can be served only if the body remains fit and disease free.

It is said in almost all the Indian scriptures that dharma, artha , k

a

ma and

moksǎ form the caturvarga  in human life. That means good activities, earning

of necessary wealth through legal way, fulfillment of desire through a modest path

and renunciation are the four goals fixed for a human being. But this caturvarga

can be achieved only with the help of a healthy body. If the body remains strong

and stout one can perform his duties in a smooth way but the exactly opposite

situation occurs if the body is attacked by the diseases. So a healthy body is

always needed to go forward. It is rightly said by K

a

lid

a

sa in the

Kum

a

rasambhavam, ‘szar

i

ram

a

dyam khalu dharmas

a

dhanam.”

5.Verse no.48.

Ã¬— SflÊäÿÊÿœ◊¸ÊáÊÊ¢ ’˝±◊øÿ¸fl˝ÃÊÿÈ·Ê◊˜–

„UûÊ¸Ê⁄U— ¬˝‚ÎÃÊ ⁄UÙªÊ ÿòÊ ÃòÊ ø ‚fl¸Ã—H

The context is same as before. It is said in the  Bhaisˇajyaratn
a

val
i

 that the

sages like Bharadv

a

ja, Angiras, Garga etc. once came together at a near by

place of the Himalayas and started their discussion on the issues of Ayurveda.

The sages staying together held a meeting and expressed that diseases were the

destroyer of penance as well as of the study of the Vedas. Performance of penance

and the study of the Vedas were given the top most priority in the ancient Indian

society. These two were considered to be the most important duties of a male.

These works used to pave the path to attain the four fold goal of human life. But

to get all these, one needs a completely disease free life. The physical ailments

can snatch away all strength anytime anywhere and make one deprived of doing

one’s obligatory duties. A healthy body is always required even to perform the

works prescribed in the scriptures. So the sages were very much anxious in this

regard and they were penetrating in the issue that how to remain free from the

attack of the diseases. In this context the above verse is incorporated.

SAQ

On the basis of the explanation shown above try to explain any two verses

from the first chapter (You will get the text in the appendix).

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................
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3.5.2.Chapter III

1. Verse no.1.

œ◊¸ÊÕ¸∑§Ê◊◊ÙˇÊÊáÊÊ◊Ê⁄UÙÇÿ¢ ◊Í‹◊ÈûÊ◊◊˜–

⁄UÙªÊSÃSÿÊ¬„UûÊ¸Ê⁄U— üÊÿ‚Ù ¡ËÁflÃSÿ øH

This sloka has been extracted from the third chapter called

Miszravargaprakaraňam of   Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 written by S«r

i

 Govindad

a

sa.

Here the author relates the superiority of healthiness and simultaneously he

condemns the diseases.

It is accepted by all that a healthy life is the root of all happiness. It enables one

to perform all the duties in life. Moreover, it paves the way to achieve the four

fold purpose of a human being. So the author says here  that diseaselessness  is

the root of dharma- the good way of life, artha- the earning of necessary wealth

through a legitimate way, k

a

ma- the fulfillment of righteous  desire and moksǎ-

renunciation from this material world. More clearly we can say that a person

whose body is free from any type of ailment can only strive for attaining his goals

of life. On the contrary, ailment, be it physical or mental, always stays as the

obstacle of good health  and the serenity of life. It is said by the great poet

K

a

lid

a

sa in his  Kum

a

rasambhavam,’ szar

i

ram

a

dyam khalu

dharmas

a

dhanam’ which means the body should be given the priority before

starting any vow or penance. The inner meaning of this verse is to attain the

specific goals of life one must try to remain healthy in all respect. This verse

reflects the same idea as related by the verses no 47 and 48 of the first chapter.

2.Verse no.3.

ŒÙ·ÊáÊÊ¢ ‚Êêÿ◊Ê⁄UÙÇÿ¢ flÒ·êÿ¢ √ÿÊÁœL§ëÿÃ–

‚Èπ‚¢ôÊ∑§◊Ê⁄UÙÇÿ¢ Áfl∑§Ê⁄Ù ŒÈ—π◊fl flÊH

This sloka has been extracted from the third prakar

a

n ˇa named

Miszravargaprakaranǎm of the  Bhaisˇajyaratn

a

val

i

 composed by S «r

i

Govindad

a

sa. Through this verse the author has furnished the status of disease

as well as good health in human life.

According to Govindad

a

sa the body of a human being remains free from diseases

if there lies the equilibrium of the three humours viz. wind, bile and phlegm. On

the other hand if the stage of this equilibrium is disrupted and the balance is lost,

it turns to be the stage of disease. According to the  Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

 human

body remains in the good condition only when the elements called wind, bile and

phlegm remain in a balanced condition and if any one of these basic ingredients

turns to be higher or lower in comparison to their own volume, the body loses its

equilibrium and it is regarded as the stage of ailment. It is obvious that 

a

rogya or

the stage of healthiness always remains as what is called happiness and diseases

are equated with sufferings only. Thus it can be said that the state of the body and

mind  when they are free from any disease remains as the source of delight. It is
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because only with a healthy body one can enjoy the desired things of this life.

Again a body with disease only causes agony and suffering. It brings pangs and

sorrow and withdraws the mind from any type of enjoyment. The etymology of

the term vyadhi supports that it is the source of all types of sufferings. Cf. vividham

duhˇkham

a

dadhat

i

ti vy

a

dhih.

3.Verse no. 8.

ÿÕÊ‡ÊÊSòÊÁflÁŸáÊË¸ÃÙ ÿÕÊ√ÿÊÁœÁøÁ∑§Áà‚Ã—–

Ÿ ‡Ê◊¢ ÿÊÁÃ ÿÙ √ÿÊÁœ— ‚ ôÊÿ— ∑§◊¸¡Ù ’ÈœÒ—H

This verse has been taken from the third chapter of the  Bhaisˇajyaratn

a

val

i

which is attributed to the renowned scholar of  A
–
yurveda S «r

i

 Govindad

a

sa.

Here the author explains the characteristic feature of the diseases which are believed

to be originated from the work done by a person in his life.

Indian tradition considers some diseases as originating from the activities performed

either in this birth or in the previous birth. Broadly the diseases are grouped

under two heads viz. curable and incurable. Again the first group is subdivided

into two heads which are easily curable and curable with difficulties and the two

subdivisions of the second group are, one which can be controlled for sometime

and the other which can  no way be cured. But all these types can be put together

into two categories viz. one originating from sin and the other arising out of one’s

action. Between these two types the former gets cured by the use of medicines

etc. where as  the later never heals. So the author of the  Bhaisǎjyaratna vali
states that  the diseases  which is no way subjugated even after all types of

treatment prescribed in the authoritative works of  A
–
yurveda are called by the

specialists as coming out of one’s action . A similar idea is projected in the

As ˇt ˇ

a&n

gasa

&m

graha of V

a

gbhat ˇa  ‘y

a

ti n

a

szes ˇat

a

m rogah ˇ karmajo

niyat

a

yusǎhˇ / prapa tanniva visǩambhairdh

a

ryate’tr

a

turo hitaihˇ //

4.Verse no.11.

ÿ Áàfl„UÊªãÃfl— ¬˝ÙÄÃÊSÃ ¬˝‡ÊÊêÿÁãÃ ÷·¡Ò—–

¡¬„UÙ◊¬˝ŒÊŸÒp ∑§Ê‹◊ÎàÿÈŸ¸‡ÊÊêÿÁÃH

This verse is quoted here from the third chapter of the Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 of S«r

i

Govindad

a

sa. Here the writer speaks on the topic of death in human life.

According to the author death of human being is of two types. The first type   is

the stipulated end of life and the second one is the  sudden expiry of life. The first

one is the fixed one and it is determined when the foetus remains in the mother’s

womb only. But the sudden expiry is of one hundred types and Govindad

a

sa

says that these can be subjugated with the help of proper treatment at proper

time and also by  muttering prayer and offerings on fire etc. That means the

sudden types of death can be controlled by treatment and by performing religious

activities. But the other one which is fixed and permanent can no way be treated.

It is inevitable and everybody has to face this end as birth and death are the two
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most natural phenomena of the world. The scriptures announce this in many

ways. It is said ‘ j

a

tasya hi dhrubo mrťyur dhruvam janma mrˇtasya ca. Thus

the intention of the speaker here is that a human being starting from his birth from

the mother’s womb till his end of life in this earth  faces one hundred and one

situation of losing his life force. Among these the hundred situations which are

termed as sudden can be taken under  the control of treatment and medication.

Also by doing religious activities one can get rid of such situations where as no

one can escape the fixed end of life and it is nature’s law that who is born in this

earth will have to die one day. Neither a physician  nor any activity in this world

has the power to conquer the attack of the natural death.

5.Verse no.19.

¡ÊÃ◊ÊòÊÁpÁ∑§àSÿSÃÈ ŸÙ¬ˇÿÙ˘À¬ÃÿÊ ªŒ—–

flÁq‡ÊSòÊÁfl·ÒSÃÈÀÿ— SflÀ¬Ù˘Á¬ Áfl∑§⁄UÙàÿ‚ıH

This verse has been extracted from the Miszravargaprakaranǎm of the

Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 composed by S«r

i

 Govindad

a

sa. Here the writer establishes

the necessity of instant medication for any disease.

According to Govindad

a

sa a patient attacked by any disease must be treated

with proper medication immediately. If someone thinks that nothing will happen

and thus  takes the situation lightly, it may turn to a fatal one and can destroy the

life in no time. The author here says that in such situation the disease which

appears to be light and as a result does not receive proper care either from the

patient or from the members of his family, may turn out to be disastrous like fire,

weapons or poison. As a very tiny spark of fire may change into horrifying flames

and can be the destroyer of everything, as a weapon though appears to be very

small and light but afterwards can take the life instantly and as poison, though

small in quantity may damage all parts of the body, in the same way any disease,

however negligible it looks, if not taken care of immediately with the help of

physicians and proper medicines, can destroy the life force in no time by being

incurable and permanent.

6.Verse no.27.

ÁfllÊ‚◊Ê#ÊflÊ·Z flÊ ’˝Ê±◊¢ flÊ Á÷·¡¢ œ˝Èfl◊˜–

‚àfl◊ÊÁfl‡ÊÁÃ ôÊÊŸÊûÊŸ flÒlÙ Ám¡— S◊ÎÃ—H

This szloka has been taken from the third chapter of the  Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 of

S«r

i

 Govindad

a

sa. The author here relates how the status of a brahmin is attained

by the physician of  A
–
yurveda.

It is said in the present work that after completing the course of a physician in the

field of  A
–
yurveda one gets a new birth and attains his second caste. More clearly

it can be said that as soon as one completes the course of study of physician,

pure and brahmanic intellect and thought come to his mind immediately. With that

the person is treated as a dvija or br

a

hmaňa in the society. Thus it is found that
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the physician  in early Indian society were treated as knowledgeable person and

they used to hold the place of higher caste. The important point to be noted here is

that in the society of the period referred to the context, the caste system was not

totally connected with one’s birth. Because it is clearly stated by Govindad

a

sa that

the son of a physician was not considered as a physician only because he took birth

in the family of a doctor. Rather, one used to attain the status of upper caste after

the completion of his study in the field of  A
–
yurveda. This establishes the fact that at

that time a place of high honour was dedicated to the physician in the society.

7. Verse no. 50.

ÿÕÊ Áfl·¢ ÿÕÊ ‡ÊSòÊ¢ ÿÕÊ˘ÁÇŸ⁄U‡ÊÁŸÿ¸ÕÊ–

ÃÕı·œ◊ÁflôÊÊÃ¢ ÁflôÊÊÃ◊◊ÎÃ¢ ÿÕÊH

This is the last verse of the third chapter of the Bhaisˇajyaratn

a

val

i

 of S «r

i

Govindad

a

sa. The author, here points out how the medicines work positively

and otherwise when prescribed by a proper person and a quack respectively.

The duty of a physician is to take care of the patient and diagnose his disease

properly and finally starts medication to make him fully recovered from the

clutch of the ailment. While prescribing the medicines one should always be

very careful because any unknown medicine can spoil the life of the patient

immediately. Here the writer compares such medicines with poison, weapon,

fire and thunder. It is because the unknown medicine or the medicine used by a

quack who does not have the knowledge of treatment, may act like poison in the

body. As poison after entering the body causes senselessness etc. improper

medicines, in the same way, can snatch away the sense of the patient. Such

medicines can also create the effect of a weapon in the body. As a weapon

pierces the body and causes unbearable pain etc. in human body, wrong

medicines can bring such a situation in the life of the patient. Again as fire

creates wound, burning sensation etc. in the body, medicines prescribed by a

wrong person also bring these effects over the body of the patient. Moreover,

these medicines may spoil the main parts of the body viz. the heart, brain etc

.as that is done by thunder and subsequently kills the patient. On the other

hand, the proper medicine prescribed by a true physician remains like nectar in

human life by assuring long and healthy life. Therefore, one should be very

much careful in selecting the physician while attacked by any disease however

small it is.
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SAQ

Explain the verses   no 18, 32, 44 of the third chapter of the

Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

  ( 200 words each)

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

3.6. Elucidation

This part of the unit will help you to know the procedure of writing elucidation on

important line from the prescribed text. The elucidation does not require the

context. It is the presentation of the main theme of the particular portion in an

enlarged way. The writer often presents deep ideas in a very brief manner. The

purpose of elucidation is to take out the idea and flash it in an expanded manner.

Some important elucidations are furnished here for your help.

3.6.1 Chapter I

1. ÃÕÊ˘Á¬ Ÿ√ÿÊ Ÿ√ÿÊŸÊ◊ÊŸÈ∑Í§Àÿ¢ ÁflœÊSÿÁÃ (verse no.4)

The idea behind this statement of the author is that Govindad

a

sa has composed his

Bhaisǎjyaratn

a

val

i

 for the benefit of the posterior generation and also for the

group of people who are directly connected to A
–
yurveda. But he is a bit apprehensive

about the utility of the present work. It is generally accepted  that so long a work

does not get proper feed  back or positive comments from the people of the

concerned field, the author remains in a fix.This idea is nicely projected by Mah

a

kavi

K

a

lid

a

sa in the introductory part of the Abhij

~na

na

′s

akuntalam where he says,

“aa  paritoš

a

dvidusˇ

a

m na s

a

dhu manye prayogavij

~na

nam”. So our author is

also in an uncertain situation whether his work would be appreciated or not. But he

is confident up to some extent because he is definite that if the work is not palatable

or appreciated by the scholars of this field, it would definitely be adorned by the

learners of the concerned skill. Because of its easy style and presentation, the

Bhaišajyaratn

a

val

i

 will certainly attain acceptance in the society of the  beginners

in the field of  A
–
yurveda  even if  it may not be appreciated by the renowned

scholars. There lies the satisfaction of the author.

2. ∞Ã·Ê¢ ŒÈ—πÃÙ Œ—Èπ¢ ◊◊ÊÁ¬ NUŒÿ˘Áœ∑§◊˜– (verse no.24)

The feelings of the sage A
–
treya have been projected here.  A

–
treya the sage was a

very kind hearted person. The pangs of affliction coming out of the attack by

diseases in the human society made him disturbed. He was very much anxious

about finding the way to eradicate this type of suffering  of the mortals. So to find
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out the way how to fight against the clutches of the diseases, A
–
treya, the great

sage, started roaming place to place. He was very much perturbed in the matter

that the mortals succumb to the attack of the diseases and this always  creates a

havoc in the human society. The sage being very kind in nature, could not confine

himself in his place. So he is in search of the preventive measures for this. There

were many other persons in the society . All of them were not like A
–
treya. But it is

his nature of kindheartedness that took him forward in his mission. Thus the softness

and belongingness of the sage is projected through this expression of the author.

3. ⁄UÙªÊ— ∑§Ê‡ÿ¸∑§⁄UÊ ’‹ˇÊÿ∑§⁄UÊ Œ„USÿ øc≈UÊ„U⁄UÊŒÈc≈UÊ ßÁãº˝ÿ‡ÊÁ∑Î§‚¢ˇÊÿ∑§⁄UÊ— ‚fl¸ÊX¬Ë«UÊ∑§⁄UÊ–
(verse no 49)

This line states the characteristics of a human disease. A disease makes one thin

by reducing the weight. It minimizes  the strength of the body. It restricts the

power of physical activities and it destroys the strength of the sense organs. A

disease also creates pain in  all parts of the body. These are the general features

of the so called disease. The body being the root of all good activities and the

source of attaining four fold goal of life, should be free from any type of disease

or ailment. If by chance the body is attacked by a disease, it loses weight, strength,

tendency to undertake physical work, the power of  eyes, ears etc. Simultaneously

the body gets pain everywhere. So a disease should be treated with proper care

and medicine from the very beginning. Otherwise it will spoil the life.

4. •ÊÿÈfl¸Œ¢ ¬∆USfl àfl¢ ‹Ù∑§Ù¬∑Î§ÁÃ„UÃfl– (verse no.83}

Suszruta the son of Viszv
a

mitra was once asked by his father to go to Kasi and

meet the king out there. The king Divod asa was a scholar of  A
–
yurveda and he

was often compared with Dhanvantari, the physician with divine power, because

of his expertise in the field of early Indian medicine. Viszv

a

mitra  advised  Suszruta

to learn the knowledge of  A
–
yurveda from Divod

a

sa for the benefit of the people

of the world.  A
–
yurveda is always considered as  the science of curing human

diseases. A disease spoils all the good things of  life. One turns to be crippled by

the attack of a disease. So Viszv

a

mitra  wants that his son would learn the use of

medicine and treatment so that he can give service to the mankind of the world.

Su

′s

ruta, the worthy son, according to his father’s advice learnt   A
–
yurveda and

became famous in the world for his extraordinary contribution  in this field.

3.6.2Chapter III

1. √ÿÊœÿÙ ÁmÁflœÊ— ¬˝Ù∑˝§Ê— ‡ÊÊ⁄UË⁄UÊ ◊ÊŸ‚ÊSÃÕÊ – (verse no.2)

According to the doctrine of  A
–
yurveda  human diseases are of two types viz.

physical and mental. Disease like fever, leprosy etc are called physical ailments

where as the diseases like loss of mental balance  etc. are called mental ailment. It

is to be noted here that the disease in general, attacks both the body and mind.

With any type of disease human being  loses  the strength of  both the body and  the

mind. Even then the diseases which directly attack the body first and subsequently

make the mind weak are called physical  diseases. On the other hand, the diseases

which directly attack the mind first and then make the parts of the body weak are

called mental ailments.. Due to the intake of improper and  imbalanced  food etc.
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the equilibrium of the three basic ingredients of the body i.e. wind, bile and phlegm

is lost and  the body is attacked  by the physical disease. On the other hand, due to

the imbalance in the emotions and the like, the mind is attacked by diseases and

these are known as mental diseases. The mental diseases also can evolve out of the

wrong use of the basic qualities like rajas and tamah.

2. ∞ÃÊŸÈ¬Êø⁄UŸ˜ flÒlÙ ’„ÍUŸ˜ ŒÙ·ÊŸflÊåŸÈÿÊÃ˜– ( verse no.17)

There are some established rules of treating a patient in the works of  A
–
yurveda.

A
–
yurveda always tries to identify the bad patients. The patients who behaves in

his own way, who is in the death bed, whose organs are not working properly,

who keeps enmity with others, who hates the physician and does not have any

respect for  them, who is , fearful and who does not follow the prescription -

should not be treated by the physicians. Because by treating such patients, a

physician gets bad name in the society. It is always very difficult to treat the

patient with the faults and shortcomings as pointed out above. So any service

rendered to them brings failure only. For this it is advised in the  A
–
yurveda that the

physicians should not undertake any such patient for treatment.

3. ÃÊflÁìÊÁ∑§à‚Ê ∑§ûÊ¸√ÿÊ ∑§Ê‹Sÿ ∑È§Á≈U‹Ê ªÁÃ—– (verse no 18.)

In the other works of  A
–
yurveda as well as in the Bhaišajyaratn
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, it is advised

that the physician should continue his treatment and the family members of the

patient also try to continue the treatment process even if one seems to die soon. It

is because the path of time is not straight. No one knows when and how time can

change the course of the disease. So the patient who is thought to die today for a

disease in which medicines are not responding, may get a new life after some days.

So only on the basis of the outer appearance, the condition of the patient should

not be decided. Moreover, the decision  should not be rigid also. The physician

and also the people surrounding the patient should always be aware of the fact that

there  remains  the scope of betterment every time and in this case they should try

whatever they can till the last. In this regard we must also remember that death

always comes according to the wish of God. So the duty of the human performer

is to put his everything up to the last breathing of the patient.

4. ¬Üø flÒlÊ Ÿ ¬ÍÖÿãÃ œãflãÃÁ⁄U‚◊Ê •Á¬– (verse no.41)

The doctor or the physician in  A
–
yurveda must have some special qualities. These

are regarded as the essential qualities and one who does not have those can not

be regarded as a physician in the true sense of the term. So it is said by the author

of the  Bhaisǎjyaratn
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 that the physicians who are dirty in their attire,

rough in behaviour, shrewd and proud, stay with the low graded people and

come without being  invited for implementing treatment  should not be  considered

to be a physician even if they are equal to  Dhanvantari the divine doctor, in

treatment. So the physicians had to follow some norms. Cleanliness, use of sweet

words, being simple and innocent, living in a standard place and to wait for call

from the family of the patient are the basic requirements which are expected from

a physician. In absence of any of these qualities, the physician does not fall under

the category of a real physician. He may have the expertise in the process of

treatment but that is not at all counted in   the absence of the basic qualities.
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5.  ¬˝ÿÊÁÃ ’˝±◊‚ŒŸ¢ ∑È§‹‚åÃ∑§‚¢ÿÈÃ— (verse no.46)

The first and foremost duty of a physician is to take care of the patient. It is the

basic duty of a medical practitioner. The doctor is just like a god to the patient

because only he can save the life of the patient by giving proper care and necessary

medicine .in due time. Thus it is said that by curing the disease even of a single

patient with the help of useful medicine and thus saving the life of the ailing person,

a physician goes to heaven after death along with his seven generation. It is to be

added here that the entrance into heaven by a mortal is always shown to be the

highest goal of human life in holy works and all religious and good activities are

prescribed in the scriptures only for achieving this goal.Imparting effective

treatment and making the patient free from the pangs of the disease a physician

performs his work to the fullest extent and this leads him to the path of achieving

the highest honour of getting his place in heaven along with his seven generation.

3.7 Summing Up

This unit on the textual portion of the Bhaišajyaratn
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 makes you acquainted

with the prescribed portion chosen for your curriculum. It makes you familiar

with the summary of both the chapters and translation of some important verses.

This unit also shows how to write the explanation of the verses from the text as

well as to elucidate the inner idea of  important statement. The summaries of the

chapters will make you understand the subject matter with which those deal.

This will help you to make answers in the examination. Moreover, after going

through this unit you will get the idea why particularly these two chapters ( ch.I

and ch.III ) have been chosen for the course. The first chapter is purely introductory

in nature which is important to assess the significance of the  Bhaišajyaratn
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itself and the third chapter speaks on various issues particularly related to the

works and duty of a physician, which still has its relevance and  significance in the

present scenario of the field of health and  medicine. You will find the text in the

Appendix  at the end of this unit.

3.8 Probable Question

1. Give the summary of the first chapter of the  Bhaisǎjyaratn
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 showing

the significance of the subtitle.

2. Write down the summary of the third chapter of the  Bhaisǎjyaratn
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.

3. Translate into English  indicated verses.

4. Explain the notified verses .

5. Elucidate the idea contained in the specified statement

3.9 Suggested Readings

Bhaišajyaratn
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, Chowkhamba Publication, Varanasi
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3.10 Appendix :   The Text
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